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Abstract

System verification using rigorous mathematical techniques like model checking
is gaining in popularity. In particular, software verification uses Bounded model
checking, encoding the software as a Boolean satisfiability (SAT) problem.

We use SAT techniques to verify the control software of the Algera bridge
administered by Rijkswaterstaat. The control software is written in the In-
struction List (IL) language of Siemens Programmable Logic Controller (PLC).
Certain safety and liveness properties are specified. We verify each property by
transforming both the software source code and the property to propositional
formula. This formula is then fed to a SAT solver which either concludes that
the property holds or returns a counterexample.

We found that many of the properties hold, but a few bugs found are ex-
pected to pose serious threat to the safety of the bridge. From the counterexam-
ples returned by the solver we provide detailed reasons for the existence of these
bugs. We observed that the bugs found by this technique were difficult to sim-
ulate using standard techniques like testing. It can also be seen that these bugs
are difficult to imagine from a programmers point of view. In practice however
they can still pop up! Though the technique we discuss in this report takes time
and effort to implement, it is especially useful for safety critical systems where
even a small bug can lead to huge financial costs.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The systems we interact with are often controlled by software. The criticality
of such software determines the cost and the effort being put in assuring its
quality. If a non-critical billing system fails, this will result in a relatively minor
inconvenience. On the contrary, consider a software that controls a missile
(Ariane 5-missile crash [1]) or a program that is on a microprocessor chip which
is used by millions of people worldwide (Pentium FDIV bug [2]), whose failure
leads to considerable financial costs, or even worse, the loss of human lifes.

Ideally every piece of software is expected to fulfill a number of specified
requirements. Checking whether a software satisfies this idealistic behavior
requires rigorous methods which often cost a lot. Usually a compromise is
made over this idealistic scenario so as to minimize the cost of the software
development process. Since the majority of the software we come across in our
day to day life is non-critical, the importance of a good software has often been
neglected. However, the correctness of the software cannot be neglected. The
techniques and the resources required to guarantee the correctness of a software
have been widely studied in the research community. The focus mainly has
been on developing formal methods for system verification. Formal methods
are based on mathematical concepts. They are used for specifying properties of
the systems and verifying them. In this report a case study is presented focusing
on a formal mathematical approach which guarantees software correctness.

Rijkswaterstaat is an organization one of whose tasks it is to administer
the bridges in The Netherlands. The Algera bridge in Krimpen aan de Lek
is one of the bridges administered by Rijkswaterstaat and we focus on this
throughout the report. A Siemens Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) is
used to control the movement of the bridge and to signal the related traffic.
The core functionality of the bridge is to allow the movement of vehicles across
it when it is closed and when a boat/ship has to pass under the bridge, it needs
to be opened halting the movement of vehicles during this time. An overview
of the bridge can be seen in Fig. 1.1. The bridge consists of the following parts:

1. Land traffic signals, which signify whether the vehicles can move across
the bridge.

2. Signals for the ships, which signify whether the ships can pass under the
bridge.
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Figure 1.1: Overview of the Algera bridge administered by Rijkswaterstaat

3. Ships which have to pass under the bridge.

4. Vehicles which are about to move over the bridge.

5. The barriers which can be in any of the states: closed, open, closing or
opening. If they are closed then the bridge can move up or move down.
If they are open then the vehicles can pass over.

6. The actual bridge, which can be in any of the states: down, up, moving
down or moving up. If it is up, then the ships can pass through. If it is
down then the vehicles can move over.

We verify whether the software guarantees that the critical operations of the
bridge are safe. Rigorous testing of the software in various scenarios is basically
a best-effort service which depends mainly on the thoroughness of the tester
and cannot guarantee safety.

Another approach, which is mathematically more rigorous and reliable, is
model checking [3]. In the context of software verification model checking refers
to developing a model of the software, formally specifying the properties of the
software and verifying whether the model conforms to the specified properties.
The complexity of the software typically leads to huge models, possibly of infinite
size, which cannot be plainly verified.

Bounded software model checking [4] refers to unfolding the model of the
software up to a certain depth and verifying the properties on this bounded
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Figure 1.2: Verifying whether the Siemens PLC code satisfies a certain property

model. The most common method to perform this is to encode the bounded
model with the specified properties as a Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) problem.
The encoding is performed by generating a propositional formula from the model
and the property. The SAT problem refers to finding an assignment to all the
boolean variables involved in the formula such that the whole formula evaluates
to true. Finding such an assignment can be done using a suitable solver and
is called ‘SAT solving’. We use this more formal approach to verify certain
properties of the control software of Algera bridge. Safety properties which say
that ‘something bad never happens’ and liveness properties which claim that
‘something good will eventually happen’ are the two interesting categories of
properties we focus on.

The entire source code is parsed and stored using suitable data structures.
Propositional formulae representing the source code are then generated from
these data structures. For each property a suitable propositional formula is
generated. An instance of SAT problem is encoded from the software source
code and the property that the software must satisfy. This is fed to a suitable
SAT solver to verify the property. The entire process is shown in Fig. 1.2.

Related Work The standard technique widely used to check if a software
program works as desired is software testing [5]. Testing gives a certain degree
of confidence in the software but cannot assure that a set of properties always
holds. Model checking [3] is an automated verification technique which checks
that a property holds on every run of the system. An actual system can have a
large number of possible runs which often leads to the well known state space
explosion problem [6]. Symbolic model checking [7] tackles this problem consid-
erably by efficiently storing the states using Binary Decision Diagrams (BDD’s)
[8].
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The BDD’s store the states efficiently in general but the memory consumed
by them can still grow exponentially large. A complementary technique to this
approach was introduced in 1999 [9] named Bounded Model Checking which re-
lies on SAT procedures. SAT is commonly used in, for example, hardware verifi-
cation [10], electronic design automation [11], planning problems [12], scheduling
problems [13], protocol design [14] etc.

Verifying software using SAT is a relatively less explored area. In 2000, Curie
et al. [15] developed a tool to verify Digital Signal Processing (DSP) software
by unfolding the software to a certain depth. They compare the different in-
stances of DSP programs to detect bugs, a technique first used in [16] to verify
combinatorial circuits using equivalence checking.

A major breakthrough in software verification was the development of the
C Bounded Model Checking (CBMC) tool [17] which when combined with a
back end SAT solver can verify ANSI-C programs. The tool is used to verify
whether an instance of ANSI-C program satisfies certain safety properties. The
main application of this tool was in checking the consistency of the prototype
ANSI-C program and its corresponding implementation in Verilog Hardware De-
scription Language (VHDL). Since the prototype version is usually well checked
and its respective hardware implementation needs to be released to the market
immediately, the approach enjoyed a lot of success in the chip design industry.

A statement based translation of a C program is followed in CBMC which
is a limiting factor especially when dealing with loops. F-Soft [18] is a tool in
which block based translation is used thereby avoiding loop unwindings which
is used in CBMC. F-Soft is very similar to CBMC with some improvements
which handle loops in a better way and can deal with bounded recursions unlike
CBMC. Moreover F-Soft follows a general approach which generates a finite
state model (CBMC generates just a formula) which can be combined with
either SAT based or Symbolic BDD based techniques.

Another important area where software verification using SAT is frequently
used is in the railway interlocking systems. The extensive focus on formal ver-
ification in this area is due to [19] in which the verification of railway control
systems has been identified as one of the grand challenges of computer science.
A railway interlocking system designed using ladder logic (a graphical PLC lan-
guage) is verified in [20]. In [21, 22] the safety guaranteeing system at station
Hoorn-Kersenboogerd is verified using SAT techniques. Here certain variables
occuring in the safety condition depend only on a particular part of the con-
trol software. In [21] this aspect is exploited by introducing a technique named
slicing which ignores parts that have no effect on the safety condition.

Siemens Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) are mostly designed for
safety critical systems. The formal verification of PLCs is gaining industrial
interest in the recent years. PLC verification has been treated from different
perspectives mainly depending on the language used to write the PLC code.
PLC code can be written using a textual language, a graphical language or
a combination of both representations. The Rijkswaterstaat case study has a
textual version of the PLC code written in Instruction List (IL) language and
we restrict ourselves to this. A detailed overview of the formalization techniques
used for other PLC languages can be found in [23].

In [24], Petri Nets [25] are used to model a subset of the IL language which
does not deal with timers. The PLC code is modeled as a Petri Net and the
properties are specified using temporal logic [26], which are then verified using
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a model checker. Symbolic model checking techniques are also applied to verify
PLC programs. In [27] a basic subset of IL language (which does not consider
time) is transformed to the SMV [28] language, which is then model checked by
combining them with temporal properties.

PLC code written in IL and structurally very similar to the Rijkswaterstaat
PLC is considered in [29]. However a different formal approach was used there
by transforming the parsed source code to a Timed Automaton [30] which is
then fed to the model checker UPPAAL [31]. They assume that the function
calls are inlined whereas in this report we provide an automatic translation
of call instructions. Further we provide the translation of two types of timers
(F TON and F TP) whereas in [29] only the F TON timers are assumed to
exist.

The approaches discussed for PLC verification so far first model the PLC
code and then specify the properties using a specification language (say temporal
logic). To apply SAT techniques both the model and the properties have to be
represented using propositional logic. In 2010, Meulen [32] applied SAT for the
verification of PLC code of the baggage handling department of Vanderlande
industries in Veghel. This work is used as a reference for the case study we
discuss in this report.

However in [32], the IL language used for the PLC code had different chal-
lenges than in the Rijkswaterstaat case study. The PLCs generally do not have
loop constructs and hence jump instructions were used. Since jumps are uncon-
ditional, during the translation it is difficult to assume which parts of the code
will be skipped by the jump instructions. To solve this problem they introduce
a notion of reachability condition for each instruction, thereby detecting the
instructions that would be executed during translation time itself. The jump
instructions are however not a part of the Rijkswaterstaat case study. Instead,
we need to translate the semantics of a few timers which does impose similar
challenges.

In Section 2 an overview of the basic concepts is provided. In Section 3 the
verification of the control software is described in detail, informally. Section 4
formally explains the verification process which can be used to re-implement
the translation of source code to propositional logic. Finally Section 5 gives the
conclusion.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

This section explains the basic notions related to the verification of PLCs. In
section 2.1 propositional logic is explained. Section 2.2 provides an overview of
SAT solving and its applications. Section 2.3 explains how software verification
can be treated as a SAT problem. Finally Section 2.4 gives an overview of
programmable logic controllers.

2.1 Propositional Logic

A proposition is a logical statement which can be true (>) or false (⊥). In
propositional logic a proposition is formed using boolean variables represented
using the letters p, q, r, . . . and logical connectives ¬ (not), ∧ (conjunction), ∨
(disjunction), → (implication) and ↔ (bi-implication). A proposition repre-
sented using the Boolean variables and the logical connectives is called as a
propositional formula [33].

Definition 1. Propositional formula. A propositional formula φ is recursively
defined as:

φ ::= > | ⊥ | p | ¬φ | φ1 ∧ φ2 | φ1 ∨ φ2 | φ1 → φ2 | φ1 ↔ φ2.

The formula φ can be true, false, a boolean variable p or the negation of
a propositional formula using the unary boolean logical operator (¬). If φ1
and φ2 are propositional formulas then the binary boolean logical operators (all
operators other than ¬) applied on them is also a propositional formula.

2.2 SAT Solving

The term SAT solving refers to checking whether a boolean formula is satisfiable
or not. A formula is said to be satisfiable if there exists an assignment of truth
values to each of the involved variables such that the whole formula evaluates
to true.

SAT is a well known NP-complete problem [34]. For a formula with n boolean
variables where each variable can be either true or false, a brute force approach
of trying all the combinations would be of exponential complexity in n. This
makes the approach infeasible for most of the formulas obtained in practice.
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Several intelligent approaches [35, 36] have been developed over the years to
optimally decide the satisfiability of a formula, making this technique feasible
for most of the practical formulas.

Given an instance of the satisfiability problem, a SAT solver tries to decide
whether the formula is satisfiable or not. In recent years SAT solving has gained
a lot of attention given its usefulness in a wide range of applications [37, 38,
39, 40]. This has led to intense research in this area and hence extremely
powerful solvers currently exist like yices [41], minisat [42], . To some extent
this has masked the NP-completeness aspect, effectively solving most of the
practical problems. Several heuristics have also been designed to improve the
effectiveness of these solvers [43, 44].

Basically there are two types of solvers categorized as complete and incom-
plete methods [45]. Complete solvers are the ones which given a formula either
find a satisfying assignment or conclude that the formula is unsatisfiable. They
are based on the branch and backtrack technique [45]. Mainly two types of
solvers exist in this category namely Binary Decision Diagram (BDD) based
solvers [46] and the ones based on an algorithm developed in 1962 by Davis,
Putnam, Logemann and Loveland, abbreviated after their names as DPLL [47].
Most of the solvers are based on DPLL including the Heerhugo [48] solver which
is used in this project. Incomplete solvers, not necessarily conclude whether a
given formula is satisfiable or not. They are based on Stochastic Local Search
(SLS) [49]. GSAT [50] and Walksat [51] are the two successful solvers based on
SLS.

2.3 Software Verification as a SAT Problem

A program basically has a number of variables whose values continuously change
during the execution of a program. The variables have an initial value which
represents the initial state of the program. The value obtained by these variables
at the end of the execution represents the final state of the program. Each
instruction in the program changes the state from one to another. This state
change is encoded using propositional logic as an instance of the SAT problem.

If a program has n variables and each variable can take k values then the
number of states in which the program could possibly be in is kn. Now consider
an integer variable for which k is possibly infinite. This results in an infinite
statespace, making this technique less effective. On the other hand, if we deal
with boolean variables then k = 2. Then the statespace is exponential, i.e.
2n, but it can often be traversed quite efficiently using some intelligent heuris-
tics. Hence treating software verification as an instance of a SAT problem is
particularly effective when the involved variables are booleans or have a small
range.

Given source code is transformed to propositional logic as will be explained
in section 3.3. Effectively each instruction in the source code represents some
sort of a constraint on the involved variables. Each instruction is encoded as a
propositional formula representing this constraint. By taking the conjunction
of these formulae we obtain a huge formula (Φ) representing the entire source
code. Next we specify a property as another propositional formula (φ). The task
now is to check whether the formula Φ→ φ is a tautology. This is equivalent to
verifying whether Φ∧¬φ is a contradiction. The latter formula is fed to a solver.
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If it finds an assignment to all the variables such that Φ∧¬φ is satisfiable then
we conclude that the property does not hold. By looking at the assignments we
can reason about the causes for the property to fail.

2.4 Programmable Logic Controller

A Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) is a special purpose computer com-
monly used in applications requiring critical real time response. These con-
trollers read certain inputs and produce outputs within a stipulated time in-
terval. A PLC can be programmed to work as desired. Programming can be
done in several ways but here we focus on the Statement List (SL) programming
language. The SL language uses mnemonics to represent logical operators and
works on Boolean variables. Each statement in this language instructs the PLC
to perform a small operation as in a typical assembly language.

A PLC program takes a few milliseconds to execute. This time is termed
scan cycle time. As long as the entity controlled by the PLC is under operation
the PLC program runs repeatedly in a cycle.
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Chapter 3

Verification of the Control
Software

Rijkswaterstaat administers several other bridges along with the Algera bridge.
It is expected that we may have to verify the control software of these bridges
in the near future. It is hence desirable that the effort put in developing the
tools for verification focuses on reusability.

The control software of the Algera bridge is written in the Instruction List
(IL) language of the Siemens PLC [52]. Rijkswaterstaat provided the source
code in a textual format stored in a single file. By analyzing this text we
obtained the structure of the code. To verify the code we need to transform it
to propositional logic. We develop a translator to achieve this.

One approach to develop a translator could be to scan the text and directly
transform it to propositional logic. Translating text to propositional logic di-
rectly would not help us reuse the translation in the future. We hence prefer an-
other approach where we scan the source code and store the different constructs
in the code using suitable data structures. The translator then transforms these
structures to propositional logic. In future if we need to verify a different control
software with a few similar constructs, then the translator can be reused.

In section 3.1 the structure of the PLC source code is explained in detail.
Section 3.2 deals with representing the PLC source code using suitable class
structures and section 3.3 explains how these structures can help in the gen-
eration of the corresponding propositional formula. Section 3.4 explains the
properties that should hold on the software, representing them in propositional
logic and their verification.

3.1 PLC Source Code Structure

The source code has to be parsed and stored using suitable structures. Thus
we first have to understand the structure of the PLC code under consideration.
We do so using Example 3.1.1.

Example 3.1.1. PLC code.

\\First part : Function blocks

FUNCTION BLOCK ‘‘I/O F’’

11



. . .
END FUNCTION BLOCK

. . .
\\Second part : Functions

FUNCTION ‘‘PLC Main F’’ : VOID

. . .
END FUNCTION

. . .
\\Third part : Data blocks

DATA BLOCK ‘‘LVS F’’

. . .
END DATA BLOCK

. . .

There are three main entities in the source code:

1. Function Blocks. Function blocks are the heart of PLC where the major
functionality is encompassed. They are explained in detail in Section 3.1.1
and shown in the first part of Example 3.1.1.

2. Functions. The execution of the PLC program begins from a main func-
tion. This in turn calls a number of other functions which essentially do
nothing but call a function block each. Thus functions determine the se-
quence of execution of instructions in function blocks. This is shown in
the second part of Example 3.1.1.

3. Data Blocks. Data blocks basically store variables and assign an initial
value to the defined variables. Each data block encloses a group of related
variables which are used in function blocks. This is shown in the third
part of Example 3.1.1.

3.1.1 Function Blocks

A function block has the following components :

1. Block Description

2. Variables section

3. Networks

We discuss these components using Example 3.1.2 which is an abstract skele-
ton of a function block with the three components briefly shown.

Example 3.1.2. Function block.

\\First part : Block Description

FUNCTION BLOCK "I/O F"

TITLE =I/O F

{ S7 pdiag := ‘true’ }
AUTHOR : JvdS

NAME : ‘I/O’

VERSION : 0.1

. . . . . .
\\Second part : Variables Section

VAR

isTrue : BOOL ;

IO Error : BOOL ;

12



END VAR

. . . . . .
\\Third part : Networks

BEGIN

NETWORK

TITLE =is true.

O #isTrue;

ON #isTrue;

= #isTrue;

. . . . . .

Block Description This describes the title, author, family, name, version
and system attribute related to the block. This is not relevant when converting
the code to propositional logic and hence we will ignore it from now on. In
Example 3.1.2 the first part represents this component.

Variables Section A variable has a name, datatype and an optional initial
value field. This is defined in the variables section. There can be four types
of variables declared in a function block: input, output, general and temporary
variables. In Example 3.1.2 the second part represents this component.

Networks A function block defines a number of networks sequentially. Each
network defines a small task, described by a small number of instructions. In
Example 3.1.2 the third part represents this component.

Instructions. A network consists of a sequence of instructions which col-
lectively define a specific task. Most of the instructions involve a register. These
instructions have an operator and an operand that determines how the value in
the register will be changed or used.

• Register. The register used is called Result of Logic Operation (RLO).
Initially the RLO is closed. If the RLO is closed it does not provide any
operand to an instruction. The first instruction in a network opens the
RLO by setting it to a specific value determined by the operand and the
operator of the first instruction. If the RLO is open then the operator uses
the value in the RLO as one of its operands. The Assignment operator,
when encountered, closes the RLO.

• Operator. The most common logical operators and (conjunction), or
(disjunction) and not (negation) are used. The first two operators are
boolean operators which take two operands. In this language however it
is used quite differently. Both and and or operators only accommodate
a single operand. The other operand is made available by the RLO. The
following operators are used in the source code:

– = (Assignment instruction). The value in the RLO will be copied
to the operand provided by this instruction. This instruction further
closes the RLO.

– Not. This negates the value of the RLO.

For the rest of the instructions if it is the first instruction of a network
or the first instruction after an assignment instruction then it opens the
RLO by setting it to the value of the operand (if the operator is A or O)
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or the negation of the value of the operand (if the operator is AN or ON).
Instead if the RLO is already open then the following cases are possible:

– A. This instruction provides one operand whose conjunction with the
current value of the RLO gives the new value of the RLO.

– O. This instruction provides one operand whose disjunction with the
current value of the RLO gives the new value of the RLO.

– AN. The negation of the given operand and its conjunction with the
current value of the RLO gives the new value of the RLO.

– ON. The negation of the given operand and its disjunction with the
current value of the RLO gives the new value of the RLO.

• Operand. There are different types of operands but all are treated as a
boolean variable:

– A variable declared in the variables section. These operands are
preceded by a ‘#’ symbol. e.g.: #isTrue.

– A quoted string. This typically refers to a direct input from the
outside whose value is not altered in the source code. e.g.: “AF-
SLUITBOOM 7 NIET OP”.

– A variable from a data block. Each data block contains several vari-
ables declared in it. The data block name followed by the respective
variable name is used as the operand. e.g.: “LVS F”.vrg LVS UIT.

– Load from a memory location. The operand can be stored in a mem-
ory location initially, and then used as an operand. e.g.: = L 0.1.
Here ‘L’ means load and 0.1 represents a memory location.

The following types of instructions are used:

• Basic instruction. Most of the instructions in the source code belong to
this category. These instructions have an operator followed by an operand.
The operator and the operand can be any of the ones discussed previously.

• Nested instruction. A sequence of instructions enclosed in curly braces
is called as a nested instruction. A nested instruction typically has an
outer operator with a sequence of basic instructions nested within. A
nested instruction can further be nested within a nested instruction. Each
of the nested basic instructions are treated as explained before. The value
evaluated by this nested sequence is treated as the value of the operand
of the outer operator.
e.g.: A ( ;
O ”LVS F”.STP1 isStandby ;
O ”LVS F”.STP2 isStandby ;
) ;

• Display instruction. This is used to send commands to the display. We
do not consider these any further since they are not relevant for the safety
of the system. e.g.: BLD 103.

• Call instruction. These instructions can be divided into two main types:
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– Call instruction calling a function block. In this case the control is
transferred to the called block and once the entire called block has
been executed the execution continues with the next instruction in
the calling block.

– Call instruction referring to a built-in block. Each of these built-in
blocks have a predefined functionality which will be initiated. The
code to exercise this functionality is not a part of the source code
under consideration. Hence the semantics of this block has to be
incorporated when such a call instruction is encountered.

• No-operation instruction. This instruction is typically used after a call
instruction. These instructions represent null operation and have no effect
on any registers. We therefore ignore this instruction. e.g.: NOP 0;

3.2 Represent PLC Source Code Using Class
Structures

In Section 3.1 the three main entities of the PLC source code of the control
software of the Algera bridge are identified as: function blocks, functions and the
data blocks. The functions just call other functions and function blocks. These
calls are manually encoded and the structure used to store them is irrelevant
and will not be discussed here. The ‘data blocks’ on the other hand assign
initial values to certain variables. We expect the system to self stabilize and
hence these initial values are irrelevant. We therefore do not give the structure
used to store the data blocks as well.

The most interesting entity is the function block. We discussed the different
constructs of a function block in Section 3.1. In this section we elaborate further
on how these are stored using suitable class structures.

The class diagram showing the basic relationship between the class structures
is shown in Fig. 3.1.

We use a Function block class structure to store a function block. The
block description mentioned in Section 3.1 acts as metadata of the function
block. The fields like block name, title, system attribute, author, family, name
and version are collectively represented as Block description. We further
ignore these metadata which have no influence on the main functionality.

The variable section mentioned in Section 3.1 has a sequence of variable
declarations which are stored in Variable class structure. Each variable has a
variable name, data type and an initial value field which are part of this
structure. We are not interested in verifying the static semantics of the PLC
program. Hence these fields are not further used assuming that all the variables
that are used later have been declared in this section.

The networks section mentioned in Section 3.1.1 has a sequence of networks
each of which is stored using a Networks class structure. A network has a
title followed by a sequence of instructions. Each instruction is stored using
an Instruction class structure. For each of the useful instructions discussed in
Section 3.1.1 suitable fields in the ‘Instruction’ class structure are used:
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Function block

- Block name
- Block description
- Input variables[]
- Output variables[]
- General variables[]
- Temporary variables[]
- Networks[]

Variable

- variable name
- data type
- initial value

Network

- title
- Instructions[]

Instruction

- operator
- operand
- nested inst outer operator
- Nested Instructions[]
- Call instruction

Nested Instruction

- operator
- operand
- nested inst outer operator
- Nested Instructions[]

Call instruction

- variable identifier
- function block name
- quoted string
- Call parameters[]
- Timed variable

Call parameter

- parameter name
- parameter value

Timed variable

- type
- IN
- PT
- Q
- previous instance
numbers of IN[]

Figure 3.1: Class diagram showing relationship between different entities
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• Basic Instruction. The field ‘operator’ represents the operator used in
the instruction and the field ‘operand’ stores the operand used in the
instruction. The type of the instruction is ‘basic instruction’ which is
enumerated as 1 and stored in the ‘instruction type’ field. Note that
in Fig. 3.1 which provides an abstract view, the ‘instruction type’ and
‘operand type’ fields are not shown in the ‘Instruction’ class structure.
Depending on the operand used the following instructions are considered:

– The operand is a local variable which is declared in the ‘variable
section’ of this function block. e.g.: A #isTrue ;

This instruction is stored using the instruction class structure as:

operator = ‘‘A’’

operand = ‘‘#isTrue’’

instruction_type = 1

operand_type = 1

The instruction body type is enumerated as 1 which represents that
the operand is a local variable and stored in operand type field.

– The operand is a quoted string which represents some sort of com-
mand, signal or output. e.g.: AN ‘‘AFSLUITBOOM 7 NIET OP’’ ;

This instruction is stored using the instruction class structure as:

operator = ‘‘AN’’

operand = ‘‘AFSLUITBOOM 7 NIET OP’’

instruction_type = 1

operand_type = 2

The instruction body type is enumerated as 2 which represents that
the operand is a quoted string and stored in operand type field.

– The operand is a variable declared in some data block. e.g.: ON

"LVS F".vrg LVS UIT ;

This instruction is stored using the instruction class structure as:

operator = ‘‘ON’’

operand = ‘‘LVS_F.vrg_LVS_UIT’’

instruction_type = 1

operand_type = 3

The operand field stores both the data block name (LVS F) and the
variable name (vrg LVS UIT). The instruction body type is enumer-
ated as 3 which represents that the operand is a variable that belongs
to some data block.

– The operand refers to a memory location. e.g.: = L 0.1 ;

This instruction is stored using the instruction class structure as:

operator = ‘‘=’’

operand = ‘‘L 0.1’’

instruction_type = 1
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operand_type = 4

The instruction body type is enumerated as 4 which represents that
the operand is a memory location. The ‘operand’ field can be read
as loading the contents from/to memory location 0.1.

• Nested Instruction. A Nested instruction class structure is defined
which can nest instructions within it. The outer operator of a nested
instruction is stored using the ‘nested inst outer operator’ field. For each
of the instructions that are nested, the field ‘operator’, ‘operand’ and ‘in-
struction type’ are filled assuming that each of these instructions are just
the basic instructions as shown before. It can also be possible that the in-
struction that is nested is not a basic instruction in which case it has to be
a nested instruction in itself. In this case an instance of Nested instruction
class structure is further created and the fields are filled similarly.

Example 3.2.1. A ( ;

O "LVS F".STP1 isStandby ;

O "LVS F".STP2 isStandby ;

) ;

The instruction of Example 3.2.1 is stored using the instruction class struc-
ture as:

nested_inst_outer_operator = "A"

instruction_type = 2

First nested instruction is stored as:

operator = "O"

operand = "LVS_F.STP1_isStandby"

instruction_type = 1

operand_type = 3

Second nested instruction is stored as:

operator = "O"

operand = "LVS_F.STP2_isStandby"

instruction_type = 1

operand_type = 3

The ‘instruction type’ field of the outer instruction is enumerated as 2
meaning that the instruction is a nested instruction.

• Call Instruction. A Call instruction class structure is used to store
a call instruction. The ‘call instruction type’ field enumerates the type
of this call instruction. The parameters of the call instruction are stored
using a Call parameter class structure which has a parameter name field
‘parameter name’ whose value is stored in the ‘parameter value’ field. The
following types are interesting:
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– Calling a function block. This instruction has two quoted strings
followed by a sequence of call parameters. The first quoted string
represents the name of the called function block. The second string
helps in differentiating different calls to the same function block.

Example 3.2.2. CALL "typ_Sein_F" , "Stopsein 1" (

wordtAangestuurd := L 0.0,

di_Inbedrijf := L 0.1,

di_Inbedrijf_QBAD := L 0.2,

cmd_Reset := L 0.3,

isStandby := "LVS_F".STP1_isStandby,

isInbedrijf := "LVS_F".STP1_isInbedrijf

);

In Example 3.2.2, the call instruction calls the ‘typ Sein F’ function
block and identifies this call using the second quoted string ‘stopsein
1’ which is followed by six call parameters with variable names at the
left hand side and their values at the right hand side. The instruction
is stored as:

call_instruction_type = 1

number_of_parameters = 6

function_block_name = "typ_Sein_F"

quoted_String = "Stopsein 1"

//parameters are stored using the Call_parameter structure

Function blocks can be invoked in another way where a variable of
the type of a function block is declared in the variable declarations
section. Then the call is made using this variable name by prefixing
it with a ‘#’.

Example 3.2.3. VAR

T_alm_Openen1 : "typ_ALM_F";

...

END_VAR

...

CALL #T_alm_Openen1 (

IN_ALM := L 1.0,

IN_QBAD := L 1.1,

cmd_Reset := L 1.2,

Delay_Time := T#1S,

isStandby := #Openen1_isStandby,

AlarmMelding := #Openen1_alm

);

In example 3.2.3, the call instruction calls the ‘typ ALM F’ function
block. The instruction is stored as:

call_instruction_type = 2

number_of_parameters = 6

variable_identifier = "#T_alm_Openen1"

//parameters are stored using the Call_parameter structure
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– Calling built-in blocks. Two types of built-in blocks are used namely
‘F TON’ and ‘F TP’. These have a similar structure:

CALL #var name

(

IN := input var,

PT := time,

Q := output var

);

The Call instruction class structure has a Timed variable field which
represents a Timed variable class structure. This structure is used to
hold these blocks. These blocks have an input variable stored using
the field ‘IN’, an output variable stored using the field ‘Q’ and time
stored using the field ‘PT’. The ‘type’ field determines whether the
block is an ‘F TON’ or an ‘F TP’ block. Time plays a key role in
determining the value of the output variables and hence we need to
store the previous instance numbers of the input variable (signifying
the value of input at different times) which is stored using ‘previ-
ous instance numbers of IN’ array.

Example 3.2.4. VAR

vert_AANRIJ_SLUITEN : F_TON;

...

END_VAR

...

CALL #vert_AANRIJ_SLUITEN (

IN := L 1.0,

PT := T#10S,

Q := #VRG

);

In Example 3.2.4, the variable ‘vert AANRIJ SLUITEN’ represents
a F TON block. The contents of memory location 1.0 (L 1.0) is the
input. Time field is set to 10 seconds. Variable ‘VRG’ is the output
variable. This is stored as:

type = F_TON

IN = L 1.0

PT = 10

Q = #VRG

//previous_instance_numbers_of_IN holds the previous numbers

3.3 Transformation to Propositional Logic

We transform the class structures into a propositional logic formula. Each of
the instructions stored using the Instruction class structure independently rep-
resents a constraint on the involved variables. This constraint is represented as a
propositional formula. The entire formula is a conjunction of the propositional
formulas obtained by the constraints derived using the individual instructions.
In this section we see how the individual instructions can be transformed into
a propositional formula.
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Sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 respectively explain informally how a
basic instruction, nested instruction and the two types of call instructions can
be translated to propositional logic. Finally Section 3.3.5 explains the structure
of the propositional formulae and how they are stored.

3.3.1 Propositional Formula for Basic Instructions

Each of the basic instructions are stored in the ‘Instruction’ class structure
with its ‘operator’ field and ‘operand’ field being set. The variable defined by
‘operand’ field is basically a boolean variable. The RLO can be closed or open
as explained in Section 3.1. If the RLO is closed then the instruction opens the
RLO. If the RLO is open and the operator is either A, O, AN or ON then the
instruction keeps the RLO open and sets the RLO to a new value. Depending
on the ‘operator’ field the following transformations are considered:

1. ‘operator’ is A (and) or O (or).

• If RLO is closed then this instruction sets it to the value of the
variable defined by ‘operand’ field.

• If RLO is open then this instruction sets the RLO to a new value
obtained by the conjunction of the previous RLO with the variable
defined by ‘operand’ field.

2. ‘operator’ is AN or ON.

• If RLO is closed then this instruction sets it to the negation of the
value of variable defined by ‘operand’ field.

• If RLO is open then this instruction sets the RLO to a new value
obtained by the conjunction of the previous RLO with the negation
of the variable defined by ‘operand’ field.

3. ‘operator’ is =. The RLO is open whenever this instruction is encountered.
Unlike the previous ones this does not set the RLO to a new value. The
variable defined by the ‘operand’ field gets a new value which is equal to
the current value of the RLO.

Example 3.3.1. Consider a fragment of PLC code:

FUNCTION BLOCK "I/O F"

. . . . . .
NETWORK

TITLE = isTrue

O #isTrue

ON #isTrue

= #isTrue

In Example 3.3.1, the task of the network in the function block “I/O F” is
to set the value of the local variable isTrue to ‘true’.

• Initially the RLO register is closed. The first instruction loads the current
value of #isTrue in the RLO and opens the RLO. The next instructions
will therefore use the value stored in the RLO. The generated propositional
formula for this instruction is RLO1 ↔ #isTrue1. The first copy of the
RLO (signified by subscripting it with 1) gets the value of the first copy
of the variable isTrue.
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• The second instruction takes the disjunction of the current value stored
in RLO with the negation of #isTrue. The boolean equivalent of this
disjunction will be the new value of the RLO. The generated propositional
formula for this instruction is RLO2 ↔ (RLO1∨¬#isTrue1). The second
copy of the RLO (signified by subscripting it with 2) gets the value of the
first copy of the variable ¬ isTrue.

• The third instruction is an assignment instruction which sets variable
isTrue to the current value of the RLO and also closes the RLO. The gen-
erated propositional formula for this instruction is #isTrue2 ↔ RLO2.
Since the variable isTrue gets a new value, we create a new instance of
this variable (signified by subscripting it with 2) and assign the old value
of RLO (again signified by subscripting it with 2) to it.

The complete formula (Φ) for this fragment is the conjunction of the formulas
generated for the three instructions:

RLO1 ↔ #isTrue1 ∧
RLO2 ↔ (RLO1 ∨ ¬#isTrue1) ∧

#isTrue2 ↔ RLO2

3.3.2 Propositional Formula for Nested Instructions

A nested instruction is stored in a ‘Nested instruction’ class structure. Each
nested instruction nests several instructions in it which are executed in sequence.
Each instruction in this sequence of instructions basically sets the RLO to a new
value. The value of RLO set by the last instruction becomes the value of the
entire nested instruction. Thus each nested instruction sets the RLO to a new
value.

Example 3.3.2. Consider a PLC code segment:
A #isTrue ;

A ( ;

O ‘‘LVS F".STP1 isStandby ;

O ‘‘LVS F".STP2 isStandby ;

) ;

For the code segment in Example 3.3.2:

• The instruction ‘A #isTrue’ sets the RLO to the value of the boolean
variable ‘#isTrue’. Let us call it as RLOisTrue.

• The instruction ‘O “LVS F”.STP1 isStandby’ sets the RLO to the the
value of the boolean variable “LVS F”.STP1 isStandby.

• The instruction ‘O “LVS F”.STP2 isStandby’ sets the RLO to a new
value obtained by taking the disjunction of the previous RLO with
“LVS F”.STP2 isStandby. Let us call it as RLOlast.

• The entire nested instruction gets the value of this last evaluated RLO of
the nested block. Let us call it as RLOnest. i.e. RLOnest = RLOlast.

• The value of RLO after the transformation of the given code segment is
RLOisTrue ∧RLOnest.
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3.3.3 Propositional Formula for Call Instructions Calling
Function Blocks

A call instruction is stored in a ‘Call instruction’ class structure. A call instruc-
tion has associated call parameters. These are the input variables and output
variables of the respective called block. The input variable represented by the
field ‘parameter name’ gets the value of the ‘parameter value’ field. i.e. we add
a bi-implication parameter name↔ parameter value to the formula. The out-
put variables are treated differently. The ‘param value’ field represents the ac-
tual variable which will be replaced for every occurrence of the ‘param name’ in
the called block. Thus no propositional formula is added for the output variables
during the call, but we associate the ‘param name’ field with the ‘param value’
field and use this association while generating the formula for the called block.

3.3.4 Propositional Formula for Call Instructions Calling
Built-in Blocks

A built-in block could be of type F TON or F TP. These are stored using the
‘Timed Variable’ class structure. The first call to the F TON or F TP block sets
the input (IN), output (Q) and time (PT) parameters. The ‘Timed variable’
class structure has an array named ‘previous instance numbers of IN’ which
holds the previous ‘PT’ number of instances of input ‘IN’.

Executing the code once represents one PLC cycle. It takes approximately 50
milliseconds to complete one cycle. Without compromising on the expressivity,
for simplicity lets assume that the PLC takes 1 second to complete one cycle.

The semantics of F TON blocks are different from that of F TP and hence
the translation is separately explained.

F TON Block Informally the semantics of an F TON block adheres to the
following:

• Whenever input IN is high (true) for PT time units, the output Q changes
to high.

• If output is high, then it remains high as long as input remains high.

• When input goes low, output immediately goes low.

• If input keeps changing without remaining high for atleast PT time units,
then the output does not change and remains low.

• Inputs are checked and outputs are updated during each call.

The output variable ‘Q’ is false for the first PT cycles. If all the PT instances
of IN (INcurr−PT , INcurr−PT+1 . . . INcurr) during the previous cycles were high
then the current output (Qcurr) can be made high. This is expressed as a
propositional formula: (INcurr−PT ∧ INcurr−PT+1 ∧ . . . ∧ INcurr) ↔ Qcurr.
Here INcurr represents the current instance of input variable.

It can also be the case that the previous value of the output ‘Q’ is high and
the current value of the input ‘IN’ is high, in which case the output remains
high. This is expressed as a propositional formula: (Qprev ∧ INcurr)↔ Qcurr.

The complete formula for an F TON block can hence be given by:
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((Qprev ∧ INcurr) ∨ (INcurr−PT ∧ INcurr−PT+1 ∧ . . . ∧ INcurr)↔ Qcurr).

F TP Block Informally the semantics of an F TP block adheres to the fol-
lowing:

• Whenever input changes from low (false) to high (true) the output Q
changes to high.

• If output changes to high, then it remains high for PT time units irre-
spective of the changes in input during this interval.

• Exactly after PT time units the output turns back to low.

• Inputs are checked and outputs are updated during each call.

If the previous value of Input variable (INprev) is false, the previous value
of the output variable (Qprev) is false and the current value of input variable
(INcurr) is true then the current value of output variable (Qcurr) is set to true.
This is expressed as a propositional formula: ( INprev ∧ ¬Qprev ∧ INcurr) →
Qcurr.

It can also be the case that if the previous PT instances of Q are all not
high and Qprev is high then Qcurr should be set to high. This is expressed as
a propositional formula: ¬(Qprev−PT ∧Qprev−PT+1 ∧ . . . ∧Qprev) ∧ (Qprev)↔
Qcurr.

The complete formula for an F TP block can hence be given by:

(( INprev ∧ ¬Qprev ∧ INcurr)→ Qcurr)∧
(¬(Qprev−PT ∧Qprev−PT+1 ∧ . . . ∧Qprev) ∧ (Qprev)↔ Qcurr).

3.3.5 Propositional Formula Structure

The representation of propositional formulae is kept generic so that it can be
mapped to the syntax of any particular solver. The entire formula is a conjunc-
tion of a large number of constraints represented as a propositional formula.
Each constraint leads to a small formula. Each of these small formulas are
stored in a ‘Formula’ class structure as shown:

class Formula

{
std::string node type; //and,or,not,iff,‘‘var name"

formula* left operand; //null if type = ‘‘var name"

formula* right operand; //null if type = not, type = "var name"

};

Four operators ‘and’, ‘or’, ‘not’ and ‘iff’ exist in the propositional formula.
Each node in the formula representation represents an operator or a boolean
variable (operand) which is stored using the node type field. Boolean operators
store the two operands using the left operand and right operand field. Unary
operator will have its right operand field empty and the variables will have both
the left operand and right operand fields empty.

Example 3.3.3. Consider a simple network :

NETWORK

TITLE = is true
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O #isTrue

ON #isTrue

= #isTrue

The network in Example 3.3.3 has the same instructions as given in Example
3.3.1. In Example 3.3.1 we have seen that this network will be transformed into
a conjunction of three constraints represented as a propositional formula:

RLO1 ↔ #isTrue1 ∧
RLO2 ↔ (RLO1 ∨ ¬#isTrue1) ∧

#isTrue2 ↔ RLO2

Each constraint is stored as a tree using the Formula class structure. For
example consider the second constraint,

RLO2 ↔ RLO1 ∨ ¬#isTrue1
This is represented as a tree as shown below:

iff

RLO2 or

RLO1 not

#isTrue1

It can be observed that each variable has an associated instance counters
which get incremented every time a new value is assigned to it. To keep track
of this a Boolean variable class structure is used.

class Boolean var

{
public:

std::string varname; //Name of the variable

int instance counter; //Number of instances used

};

If a variable is used for the first time then an object of this class is created
by initializing the instance counter field. Every time a variable is assigned a
new value, the instance counter field gets incremented.

3.4 Verification of Properties

The PLC code which is encoded as a propositional logic formula can be used
to verify certain properties. If the property holds on the encoded formula then
it also holds on the original PLC code. We focus on the safety and the liveness
properties.

To get an intuition behind the verification of the properties we give an exam-
ple in Section 3.4.1. Respectively in Section 3.4.2 and Section 3.4.3, verification
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of the safety properties and the liveness properties of the Algera bridge are ex-
plained. To obtain confidence that the translator developed indeed is right, we
use a couple of validation techniques in Section 3.4.4.

3.4.1 Property Verification Example

We take a basic sample PLC code snippet and transform it to propositional
logic. We show how bounded model checking unfolds the code snippet to a
certain depth. A couple of basic properties are specified on this model by
encoding the properties as a propositional formula. It is then checked using a
SAT solver.

Example 3.4.1. Consider a PLC code fragment:

O #isTrue

ON #isTrue

= #isTrue

O #altTrue

NOT ;

= #altTrue

The corresponding propositional formula (Φ) generated for the code frag-
ment in Example 3.4.1 is:

RLO1 ↔ #isTrue1 ∧
RLO2 ↔ (RLO1 ∨ ¬#isTrue1) ∧

#isTrue2 ↔ RLO2 ∧
RLO3 ↔ #altTrue1 ∧
RLO4 ↔ ¬RLO3 ∧

#altTrue2 ↔ RLO4

(3.1)

The formula Φ generated above is a representation of the PLC code fragment
unfolded upto depth = 1.

We formulate a property as another propositional formula, say φ. The veri-
fication question we now have is, whether the model implies the property, i.e. is
Φ→ φ a tautology? Checking for tautology is tedious since every combination
of truth values for all the variables in the formula have to be considered. The
approach used by SAT solvers is to check whether ¬(Φ→ φ) is a contradiction.
This can be simplified to checking whether Φ∧¬φ is a tautology. If no satisfying
assignment for this formula can be found, the solver concludes that the formula
is contradictory and hence the property holds on the model.

A safety property says that ‘Something bad’ never happens. If, in our model
something bad refers to ‘variable #isTrue taking the value false’ then we formu-
late a safety requirement as: ‘variable #isTrue is always true’. The next task
is to represent this property as a propositional formula (φ). In this case it is
trivial, φ := #isTrue2. We feed the solver with the formula: Φ ∧ ¬#isTrue2.
The solver concludes that the formula cannot be satisfied. Thus we know that
the property holds and #isTrue will never be false in the model.

In many cases unfolding the formula just upto depth = 1 may not be suf-
ficient. In many cases it takes a few PLC cycles for the formula to stabilize.
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In addition certain properties span over many PLC cycles. To illustrate let us
unfold our example code fragment to depth = 2:

Example 3.4.2. Consider the code segment in Example 3.4.1 unfolded upto
depth = 2:

O #isTrue

ON #isTrue

= #isTrue

O #altTrue

NOT ;

= #altTrue

O #isTrue

ON #isTrue

= #isTrue

O #altTrue

NOT ;

= #altTrue

The corresponding propositional formula (Φ) generated for the code frag-
ment in Example 3.4.2 is:

RLO1 ↔ #isTrue1 ∧
RLO2 ↔ (RLO1 ∨ ¬#isTrue1) ∧

#isTrue2 ↔ RLO2 ∧
RLO3 ↔ #altTrue1 ∧
RLO4 ↔ ¬RLO3 ∧

#altTrue2 ↔ RLO4 ∧
RLO5 ↔ #isTrue2 ∧

RLO6 ↔ (RLO5 ∨ ¬#isTrue2) ∧
#isTrue3 ↔ RLO6 ∧
RLO7 ↔ #altTrue2 ∧
RLO8 ↔ ¬RLO7 ∧

#altTrue3 ↔ RLO8

(3.2)

It can be seen that the first six lines represent the same formula as before.
Further unwindings result in a formula similar in structure but with higher
value counters as subscripts signifying that a new copy of a particular variable
is created.

Let in the new model, something bad refer to ‘variable #altTrue taking the
same value in two successive cycles’. We then formulate a safety requirement
as: ‘variable #altTrue takes alternate values in any consecutive cycle’. The
corresponding propositional formula φ := ¬(#altTrue2 ↔ #altTrue3). We
feed the solver with the formula: Φ ∧ (#altTrue2 ↔ #altTrue3). The solver
concludes that the formula cannot be satisfied. Thus we know that the property
holds and #altTrue will change its value in alternate cycles.

3.4.2 Safety Properties of the Algera Bridge

The bridge has to satisfy several safety properties. In this section we explain
how some of the properties in textual representation can be transformed to
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propositional logic and verified by feeding them to a solver.
The following categories of safety properties are interesting:

1. Properties related to the land traffic signals.

2. Properties related to the barriers.

Land Traffic Signals The vehicles movement over the bridge is signaled using
land traffic signals. Certain safety requirements are formulated concerning the
safe operation of these signals. A few of them are discussed here:

1. If the bridge is not closed or one of the closing barriers is not opened
completely, all the land traffic signals are turned on directly. In terms of
the variables used in the source code this property can be formulated as:

¬(BRUG NEER ∧ ¬BRUG NIET NEER ∧ BRUG NIET OP) →
(STOPSEINEN AAN ∧ WISSELSTROOK AAN)

The meaning of this formulation can be understood using the following
points:

• The boolean variable BRUG NEER if true signifies that the bridge is
down (closed).

• The boolean variable BRUG NIET NEER if true signifies that the bridge
is not completely down.

• The boolean variable BRUG NIET OP if true signifies that the bridge
is not completely up.

• The boolean variable STOPSEINEN AAN if true signifies that the stop
signals have to be turned on.

• The boolean variable WISSELSTROOK AAN is similar to STOPSEINEN

AAN but focuses on a particular two lane road.

We take the negation of the formulated property and feed it to the solver,
which fails to find a satisfying assignment thereby proving that the prop-
erty holds.

2. If the command to turn off the land traffic signals is given, the stop signals
are turned on directly, if this is safe. In terms of the variables used in the
source code this property can be formulated as:

¬AFSLUITBOOM 1 OP ∧ AFSLUITBOOM 1 NEER ∧
¬AFSLUITBOOM 1 NOP ∧ ¬AFSLUITBOOM 2 OP ∧
AFSLUITBOOM 2 NEER ∧ ¬AFSLUITBOOM 2 NOP ∧
¬AFSLUITBOOM 3 OP ∧ AFSLUITBOOM 3 NEER ∧
¬AFSLUITBOOM 3 NOP ∧ ¬AFSLUITBOOM 2 OP ∧
AFSLUITBOOM 2 NEER ∧ ¬AFSLUITBOOM 2 NOP ∧
¬AFSLUITBOOM 5 OP ∧ AFSLUITBOOM 5 NEER ∧
¬AFSLUITBOOM 5 NOP ∧ ¬AFSLUITBOOM 6 OP ∧
AFSLUITBOOM 6 NEER ∧ ¬AFSLUITBOOM 6 NOP ∧
¬AFSLUITBOOM 7 OP ∧ AFSLUITBOOM 7 NEER ∧
¬AFSLUITBOOM 7 NOP ∧ ¬AFSLUITBOOM 8 OP ∧
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AFSLUITBOOM 8 NEER ∧ ¬AFSLUITBOOM 8 NOP ∧
BRUG NEER ∧ BRUG NIET OP ∧ ¬BRUG NIET NEER ∧
¬STP_AAN_F) →
( ¬STOPSEINEN AAN ∧ ¬WISSELSTROOK AAN )

The meaning of this formulation can be understood using the following
points:

• The boolean variable BRUG NEER if true signifies that the bridge is
down (closed).

• The boolean variable BRUG NIET OP if true signifies that the bridge
is not completely up.

• The boolean variable BRUG NIET NEER if true signifies that the bridge
is not completely down.

• The boolean variable STP AAN F if false signifies that the command
to turn on the land traffic signals is not given.

• The boolean variable STOPSEINEN AAN if false signifies that the the
land traffic signs have to be turned off.

• The boolean variable WISSELSTROOK AAN is similar to STOPSEINEN

AAN but focuses on a particular two lane road.

• The boolean variable AFSLUITBOOM X OP if false signifies that the
barrier X is completely up. Here X can refer to any of the eight
barriers.

• The boolean variable AFSLUITBOOM X NOP if false signifies that the
barrier X is not near the top. Here X can refer to any of the eight
barriers.

• The boolean variable AFSLUITBOOM X NEER if true signifies that the
barrier X is not completely down. Here X can refer to any of the
eight barriers.

The last three points guarantee the safety aspect mentioned in the prop-
erty.

We take the negation of the formulated property and feed it to the solver,
which fails to find a satisfying assignment thereby proving that the property
holds.

Barriers Barriers are used along with the land traffic signals to indicate
whether the vehicles can move over the bridge. Certain safety requirements
are formulated concerning the safe operation of these barriers. A few of them
are discussed here:

1. The barriers can only be opened when the bridge is closed. In terms of the
variables used in the source code this property can be formulated as:

¬BRUG NEER → ¬AFSLUITBOOM X OPENEN

The meaning of this formulation can be understood using the following
points:
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• The boolean variable BRUG NEER if false signifies that the bridge is
not down (closed).

• The boolean variable AFSLUITBOOM X OPENEN if false signifies that
the bridge will not be opened. Here X can refer to any of the eight
barriers.

We take the negation of the formulated property and feed it to the solver,
which fails to find a satisfying assignment thereby proving that the prop-
erty holds.

2. If the stop signals are not turned on for ten seconds, the entry barriers
cannot be closed. In terms of the variables used in the source code this
property can be formulated as:

¬( (STOPSEIN 1 AAN_X ∨ STOPSEIN 2 AAN_X) ∧
(STOPSEIN 3 AAN_X ∨ STOPSEIN 2 AAN_X) ∧
(STOPSEIN 5 AAN_X ∨ STOPSEIN 6 AAN_X) ∧
(STOPSEIN 7 AAN_X ∨ STOPSEIN 8 AAN_X) ∧
(STOPSEIN 9 AAN_X ∨ STOPSEIN 10 AAN_X) ∧
(STOPSEIN 11 AAN_X ∨ STOPSEIN 12 AAN_X) ∧
(STOPSEIN 1 AAN_(X-1) ∨ STOPSEIN 2 AAN_(X-1)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 3 AAN_(X-1) ∨ STOPSEIN 2 AAN_(X-1)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 5 AAN_(X-1) ∨ STOPSEIN 6 AAN_(X-1)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 7 AAN_(X-1) ∨ STOPSEIN 8 AAN_(X-1)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 9 AAN_(X-1) ∨ STOPSEIN 10 AAN_(X-1)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 11 AAN_(X-1) ∨ STOPSEIN 12 AAN_(X-1)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 1 AAN_(X-2) ∨ STOPSEIN 2 AAN_(X-2)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 3 AAN_(X-2) ∨ STOPSEIN 2 AAN_(X-2)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 5 AAN_(X-2) ∨ STOPSEIN 6 AAN_(X-2)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 7 AAN_(X-2) ∨ STOPSEIN 8 AAN_(X-2)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 9 AAN_(X-2) ∨ STOPSEIN 10 AAN_(X-2)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 11 AAN_(X-2) ∨ STOPSEIN 12 AAN_(X-2)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 1 AAN_(X-3) ∨ STOPSEIN 2 AAN_(X-3)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 3 AAN_(X-3) ∨ STOPSEIN 2 AAN_(X-3)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 5 AAN_(X-3) ∨ STOPSEIN 6 AAN_(X-3)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 7 AAN_(X-3) ∨ STOPSEIN 8 AAN_(X-3)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 9 AAN_(X-3) ∨ STOPSEIN 10 AAN_(X-3)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 11 AAN_(X-3) ∨ STOPSEIN 12 AAN_(X-3)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 1 AAN_(X-4) ∨ STOPSEIN 2 AAN_(X-4)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 3 AAN_(X-4) ∨ STOPSEIN 2 AAN_(X-4)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 5 AAN_(X-4) ∨ STOPSEIN 6 AAN_(X-4)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 7 AAN_(X-4) ∨ STOPSEIN 8 AAN_(X-4)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 9 AAN_(X-4) ∨ STOPSEIN 10 AAN_(X-4)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 11 AAN_(X-4) ∨ STOPSEIN 12 AAN_(X-4)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 1 AAN_(X-5) ∨ STOPSEIN 2 AAN_(X-5)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 3 AAN_(X-5) ∨ STOPSEIN 2 AAN_(X-5)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 5 AAN_(X-5) ∨ STOPSEIN 6 AAN_(X-5)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 7 AAN_(X-5) ∨ STOPSEIN 8 AAN_(X-5)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 9 AAN_(X-5) ∨ STOPSEIN 10 AAN_(X-5)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 11 AAN_(X-5) ∨ STOPSEIN 12 AAN_(X-5)) ∧
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(STOPSEIN 1 AAN_(X-6) ∨ STOPSEIN 2 AAN_(X-6)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 3 AAN_(X-6) ∨ STOPSEIN 2 AAN_(X-6)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 5 AAN_(X-6) ∨ STOPSEIN 6 AAN_(X-6)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 7 AAN_(X-6) ∨ STOPSEIN 8 AAN_(X-6)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 9 AAN_(X-6) ∨ STOPSEIN 10 AAN_(X-6)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 11 AAN_(X-6) ∨ STOPSEIN 12 AAN_(X-6)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 1 AAN_(X-7) ∨ STOPSEIN 2 AAN_(X-7)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 3 AAN_(X-7) ∨ STOPSEIN 2 AAN_(X-7)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 5 AAN_(X-7) ∨ STOPSEIN 6 AAN_(X-7)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 7 AAN_(X-7) ∨ STOPSEIN 8 AAN_(X-7)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 9 AAN_(X-7) ∨ STOPSEIN 10 AAN_(X-7)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 11 AAN_(X-7) ∨ STOPSEIN 12 AAN_(X-7)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 1 AAN_(X-8) ∨ STOPSEIN 2 AAN_(X-8)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 3 AAN_(X-8) ∨ STOPSEIN 2 AAN_(X-8)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 5 AAN_(X-8) ∨ STOPSEIN 6 AAN_(X-8)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 7 AAN_(X-8) ∨ STOPSEIN 8 AAN_(X-8)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 9 AAN_(X-8) ∨ STOPSEIN 10 AAN_(X-8)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 11 AAN_(X-8) ∨ STOPSEIN 12 AAN_(X-8)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 1 AAN_(X-9) ∨ STOPSEIN 2 AAN_(X-9)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 3 AAN_(X-9) ∨ STOPSEIN 2 AAN_(X-9)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 5 AAN_(X-9) ∨ STOPSEIN 6 AAN_(X-9)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 7 AAN_(X-9) ∨ STOPSEIN 8 AAN_(X-9)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 9 AAN_(X-9) ∨ STOPSEIN 10 AAN_(X-9)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 11 AAN_(X-9) ∨ STOPSEIN 12 AAN_(X-9)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 1 AAN_(X-10) ∨ STOPSEIN 2 AAN_(X-10)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 3 AAN_(X-10) ∨ STOPSEIN 2 AAN_(X-10)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 5 AAN_(X-10) ∨ STOPSEIN 6 AAN_(X-10)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 7 AAN_(X-10) ∨ STOPSEIN 8 AAN_(X-10)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 9 AAN_(X-10) ∨ STOPSEIN 10 AAN_(X-10)) ∧
(STOPSEIN 11 AAN_(X-10) ∨ STOPSEIN 12 AAN_(X-10))

) → ¬AFSLUITBOOM 2 SLUITEN_(X+2)

The meaning of this formulation can be understood using the following
points:

• It can be noted that we use instance numbers in this property since
the property is verified on the model by unfolding it atleast eleven
times (since we assume that each cycle takes one second to execute).

• The boolean variable STOPSEIN Y AAN if true signifies that the stop
signal Y is turned ON. There are twelve stop signs and each of the
pair (1,2), (3,4), (5,6), (7,8), (9,10) and (11,12) represents a particular
road. Hence either of them in each pair being true is signified in each
conjunct on the left hand side of the implication in the formula. The
variable X represents the number of unwindings and whose value has
to be atleast eleven.

• The boolean variable AFSLUITBOOM 2 SLUITEN if false signifies that
the barrier 2 will not be closed.

We take the negation of the formulated property and feed it to the solver,
which finds a satisfying assignment thereby proving that the property
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does not hold. From the satisfying assignment we draw a counterex-
ample which gives us the reason why the property does not hold in the
original system.

We found that, When a command to turn on the stop signals is given
and the signals do not turn on till the next three seconds, then the system
fails to detect this delay and hence the delay of ten seconds specified in
the property is not accounted for. The reason behind this small glitch
was that, the developer of the source code assumed that the alarms will
take care of any delay in the stop signals turning on after a command is
given. Unfortunately alarms will be turned on in the system iff the delay
in turning on the stop signals is at least four seconds.

The probability that the stop signals switching on delay is less than four
seconds is very difficult to observe during testing or simulation. SAT
solvers however could find this bug in a few seconds time.

3.4.3 Liveness Properties of the Algera Bridge

The bridge has to satisfy several functional (liveness) properties. In this sec-
tion we explain how some of the properties in textual representation can be
transformed to propositional logic and verified by feeding them to a solver.

The following categories of liveness properties are interesting:

1. Properties related to the land traffic signals.

2. Properties related to the barriers.

Land Traffic Signals Certain liveness requirements are formulated concern-
ing the functional aspects of the land traffic signals. One of the requirement is:
If the command to turn the land traffic signals ON is given, then after fifteen
seconds the stop signals are turned on. In terms of the variables used in the
source code this property can be formulated as:

STP_AAN_F_X → (STOPSEINEN AAN_(X+15) & WISSELSTROOK AAN_(X+15) )

The meaning of this formulation can be understood using the following points:

• The fifteen second delay is taken care by unfolding the model atleast upto
fifteen times and checking the property using the instance numbers X and
X + 15 as can be seen in the property.

• The boolean variable STP AAN F if true signifies that the command to turn
on the land traffic signals is given.

• The boolean variable STOPSEINEN AAN if true signifies that the the land
traffic signs have to be turned on.

• The boolean variable WISSELSTROOK AAN is similar to STOPSEINEN AAN

but focuses on a particular two lane road.

We take the negation of the formulated property and feed it to the solver,
which finds a satisfying assignment thereby proving that the property does not
hold.
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Barriers Certain liveness requirements are formulated concerning the func-
tional aspects of the barriers. We list a couple of properties here:

1. If the command to close exit barriers is given, closing barriers 1 and 7 are
closed, if this is safe.

2. If the command to close closing barrier 2,3,5,8 is given, that barrier is
closed, if this is safe.

3. If the command to open closing barriers is given, barriers 1,2,3,5,7,8 are
opened directly, if this is safe.

The above properties are verified similar to the ones described previously
and we find that all of them hold since the solver fails to return a satisfying
assignment for the negation of the property fed to it.

3.4.4 Property Verification to Obtain Confidence in the
Translation

The verification of the source code depends on the verification of the translated
propositional formula. The entire process relies on the assumption that the
translation is correct, i.e. a property holds on the formula iff it does hold on the
original code. It is therefore desirable to gain some confidence on the validity
of such assumption.

Several techniques can be used to convince ourselves that the translation is
correct. The two techniques we apply to this case study are:

• Bug insertion.

• Verify invalid safety properties.

Bug insertion In Section 3.4 we verify several properties on the propositional
formula obtained using the actual source code. We have found that many prop-
erties hold on the actual code. In this section we insert bugs in the code such
that the property no longer holds. We then translate the code to propositional
logic and check whether the solver can find a counterexample. If it fails to find,
we know that the translation is inappropriate.

The following bugs are inserted and the respective property which should be
affected by the inserted bug is verified again:

1. Bug: Negate the Stop signals. We change the code such that the stop sig-
nals represented by the variable STOPSEINEN AAN always gets the negation
of the value it used to get in the original code. This should make a few
properties not to hold on the new code, one of them being: If the bridge is
not closed or one of the closing barriers is not opened completely, all the
land traffic signals are turned on directly. The corresponding formula is
given in the safety properties related to land traffic signals in Section 3.4.
We verify whether the translator can imitate the bug in the propositional
formula making the solver find a satisfying assignment. It indeed does
conclude that the property no longer holds, as expected.
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2. Bug: Spell a variable wrong. The variable BRUG NEER which represents the
bridge being closed is spelled wrongly, say we make it to BRIDGE NEER.
This should make a few properties not to hold on the new code, one of
them being: The barriers can only be opened when the bridge is closed.
The corresponding formula is given in the safety properties related to bar-
riers in Section 3.4. The solver immediately finds a satisfying assignment
proving that the property does not hold on the new model.

Verify invalid safety properties We formulate a few more properties which
are not expected to hold in the system. The properties formulated are such that
they are not valid on the system and hence should not hold. The goal is to verify
whether the solver can indeed conclude what we expect. If it fails to do so, we
know that the translator has bugs.

The following invalid properties are verified:

1. Stop signals are turned off when the command to turn the stop signals ON
is given. In terms of the variables used in the source code the property
can be formulated as:

¬STP_AAN_F → (STOPSEINEN AAN ∧ WISSELSTROOK AAN)

The meaning of this formulation can be understood using the following
points:

• The boolean variable STP AAN F if false signifies that the command
to turn on the land traffic signals is not given.

• The boolean variable STOPSEINEN AAN if true signifies that the the
land traffic signs have to be turned on.

• The boolean variable WISSELSTROOK AAN is similar to STOPSEINEN

AAN but focuses on a particular two lane road.

It is quite obvious that the property should not hold. We take the nega-
tion of the formulated property and feed it to the solver, which finds a
satisfying assignment thereby proving that the property does not hold,
as expected.

2. A barrier is closed only when the command to close it is not given. This
property should not hold because the property A barrier is closed only
when the command to close it is given is already verified and found to
hold. In terms of the variables used in the source code, we formulate the
property on one of the barriers, say barrier 1 as:

(ASB1_SLUITEN) → ¬ AFSLUITBOOM 1 SLUITEN

The meaning of this formulation can be understood using the following
points:

• The boolean variable ASB1 SLUITEN if true signifies that the com-
mand to close the barrier 1 is given.

• The boolean variable AFSLUITBOOM 1 SLUITEN if false signifies that
the the barrier 1 is not closed.
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We take the negation of the formulated property and feed it to the solver,
which finds a satisfying assignment thereby proving that the property
does not hold, as expected.

The above steps are repeated in different ways until we convince ourselves
that the translator looks to be working right. Since we have source code with
bugs from the first technique, we also verify whether the invalid properties spec-
ified in the later technique holds on this and draw appropriate conclusions. Over
the course of the project the counterexamples we obtained from the solver and
the conclusions drawn from these validation techniques have been satisfactory
and we believe that the translator is reliable.
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Chapter 4

Implementation

In Section 3 an informal definition of the verification of the control software of
the Algera bridge is provided. A formal explaination of the process used there
is given in this section. We begin by providing a formal definition of the PLC
source code in Section 4.1. Translating the formal definition of the source code
to class structures is considered in Section 4.2. Finally in Section 4.3 functions
to transform the class structures to propositional logic is provided.

4.1 Formal Definition of PLC Source Code

The structure of the PLC source code is explained more formally in this section.
A well described formalism commonly used to define the structure of a program
is Extended Backus–Naur Form (EBNF). To implement the grammar written
using EBNF we need a scanner and a parser. These are generated using Lex
and Yacc.

4.1.1 Extended Backus–Naur Form

A program is a language which is defined by a grammar. The grammar dic-
tates the structure of the program. Most of the programming languages are
Context-Free Languages (CFL) [53]. These languages are accepted by a push-
down automaton [54], hence are more powerful than the languages accepted
by a simple Finite State Machine (FSM) [55] but less powerful than the lan-
guages accepted by a Turing machine [56]. A CFL can be described using a
Context-Free Grammar (CFG).

EBNF is a formalism which is commonly used to express CFG’s. A definition
of a CFG in EBNF has a sequence of production rules. A production rule
has a Non-terminal and a production body separated by the token ‘::=’. A
production body can contain terminals and non-terminals. Each non-terminal
has a production body to which it can be re-written. A terminal is the smallest
entity which cannot be further re-written. Non-terminals are placed inside a
pair of brackets ‘〈’ and ‘〉’ so as to differentiate them from the terminals. If a
non-terminal can be re-written into more than one production, then they are
separated using ‘|’. The structure of an EBNF looks like the following:

<Non-terminal 1> ::= Production-body 1 | . . . | Production-body k
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<Non-terminal 2> ::= Production-body k + 1 | . . . | Production-body n
. . . . . .

Example 4.1.1. Consider a language which can define a simple floating point
number. The grammar for such a language is context-free and can be defined
using EBNF as:

<Float number> ::= <Digits> <Point> <Digits>

<Digits> ::= <Digit> <Digits> | <Digit>

<Digit> ::= 0 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9

<Point> ::= .

In Example 4.1.1 Float number is a non-terminal which represents a floating
point number. The productions define a floating point number as a sequence of
digits followed by a ‘.’ and ending with another sequence of digits. This is done
using the non-terminals Digits, Digit and Point. The terminals used are ‘.’, ‘1’,
‘2’, . . ., ‘9’. Some of the valid sentences in the language are: 1.5, 1234.567, 0.77,
50.00 etc. Some of the invalid sentences which the language fails to accept are:
.5, 25, 46. etc.

4.1.2 PLC Source Code in EBNF

An inductive definition of the structure of the PLC code is given in this section
using EBNF notation. The tokens commonly obtained after scanning the source
code are Quoted-string (“[a-zA-Z0-9# ]+”) (e.g.: “typ ALM F”) and String ([a-
zA-Z0-9# ]+) (e.g.: #varIdentifier). For better readability suitable names are
used as tokens instead of mentioning them as strings.

The EBNF definition to represent the overall structure of the PLC code is
shown in Definition 2.

Definition 2. PLC program structure. The skeleton of the PLC code being
considered is shown in Example 3.1.1.

<Program> ::= <Function_blocks> <Functions> <Data_blocks>

The PLC program has three sections: function blocks, functions and data blocks.
As previously mentioned, we focus on transforming a function block to propo-
sitional logic.

Definition 3. Function Blocks. A sequence of function blocks can be declared.
Example 3.1.2 shows the structure of a function block. The EBNF grammar
describing the syntax of function blocks is shown:

<Function_blocks> ::= <Function_block> <Function_blocks> | ε
<Function_block> ::= FUNCTION_BLOCK FUNCTION_BLOCK_NAME

BLOCK_DESCRIPTION

<Variables>

BEGIN

<Networks>

END_FUNCTION_BLOCK

Here FUNCTION BLOCK and END FUNCTION BLOCK are the tokens marking the be-
ginning and the end of a function block. The token FUNCTION BLOCK NAME is a
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Quoted-string representing the name of the function block. We use ε to repre-
sent an empty production body. BLOCK DESCRIPTION is a token which actually
encompasses the title, author, family, name, version and system attribute fields.
As mentioned, since they are not useful in the later translation to propositional
logic, detailed parsing of these entities is not given. The token BEGIN represents
the beginning of networks section.

Definition 4. Variables. Example 3.1.2 has a variable declaration section.
Further in section 3.1.1 the different types of variables are explained. Here the
EBNF syntax of a variables section is shown:

<Variables> ::= <Input_variables>

<Output_variables>

<General_variables>

<Temporary_variables>

A variables section further has four subsections to declare the four types of
variables.

<Input_variables> ::= VAR_INPUT Variables_body END_VAR | ε

The tokens VAR INPUT and END VAR respectively mark the beginning and the
end of an input variables declaration section.

<Output_variables> ::= VAR_OUTPUT Variables_body END_VAR | ε

The tokens VAR OUTPUT and END VAR respectively mark the beginning and the
end of an output variables declaration section.

<General_variables> ::= VAR Variables_body END_VAR | ε

The tokens VAR and END VAR respectively mark the beginning and the end of a
general variables declaration section.

<Temporary_variables> ::= VAR_TEMP Variables_body END_VAR | ε

The tokens VAR TEMP and END VAR respectively mark the beginning and the end
of a temporary variables declaration section.

<Variables_body> ::= <Variables_body> <Variable_declaration> | ε
<Variable_declaration> ::= VARIABLE_NAME COLON <Datatype>

<Initialization> SEMICOLON

The token VARIABLE NAME is a String representing the name of the variable.
The token COLON represents ‘:’ and the token SEMICOLON represents ‘;’.

<Datatype> ::= BOOL | TIME | FUNCTION BLOCK NAME

The tokens BOOL and TIME are the keywords used to represent that the variable
is a boolean and time respectively. FUNCTION BLOCK NAME is a Quoted-string
representing the name of the funtion block which is the type of the variable.

<Initialization> ::= COLON_EQUAL <Value> | ε
<Value> ::= TRUE | FALSE | RHS_OF_CALL_PARAMETER
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The initialization part of a variable declaration is optional as signified by ε.
The token COLON EQUAL represents ‘:=’. Tokens TRUE and FALSE represent the
values the respective variable can take. A possible initialization to a variable
of datatype ‘TIME’ is a value for time. e.g.: T#2S which represents two seconds.
Such values are returned as a token by the Lex as RHS OF CALL PARAMETER. The
name explains the fact that such time assignments are typically used in call
instructions which are discussed later.

Definition 5. Networks. A networks section can have any number of networks
which are executed in sequence. Example 3.1.2 shows a few instructions in a
network in the networks section.

<Networks> ::= <Networks> <Network> | ε
<Network> ::= NETWORK TITLE <Instructions>

The token NETWORK represents the keyword which marks the beginning of a
network. A network has a title which is a String represented by the token
TITLE.

Definition 6. Instructions. Any number of instructions can exist in a network.
Different types of instructions are mentioned in Section 3.1.1. The corresponding
EBNF grammar is shown:

<Instructions> ::= <Instructions> <Instruction> | ε
<Instruction> ::= <Operator> <Operand> SEMICOLON |

<Nested_instruction> SEMICOLON |
BLD NUMBER SEMICOLON |
NOP NUMBER SEMICOLON |
<Call_instruction> SEMICOLON

Tokens BLD, NOP and CALL are the keywords used in the source code for a display,
no-operation and a call instruction respectively. Token SEMICOLON represents
‘;’.

<Operator> ::= AND | OR | AND_NOT | OR_NOT | NOT | ASSIGN
<Operand> ::= VARIABLE_IDENTIFIER |

QUOTED_STRING |
OTHER_IDENTIFIER |
LOAD BYTE_DOT_BIT | ε

Operators can be any of the six types discussed in Section 3.1.1 and identified
by the tokens AND, OR, AND NOT, OR NOT, NOT and ASSIGN. In Section 3.1.1 the
different types of operands are discussed. The token VARIABLE IDENTIFIER

represents a String preceded by a ‘#’ symbol signifying that it is a variable
declared in the variable declaration section. Similarly the tokens QUOTED STRING

and OTHER IDENTIFIER represents the second and third operand described in
Section 3.1.1. Token LOAD is a keyword followed by BYTE DOT BIT signifying a
memory location (e.g.: 2.1) which together represent the fourth operand (load
from memory location) described in Section 3.1.1.

Similarly the rest of the EBNF definitions are given:

<Nested_instruction> ::= <Operator> OPEN_BRACE SEMICOLON

<Instructions>

CLOSE_BRACE
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<Call_instruction> ::= CALL <Call_body>

<Call_body> ::= VARIABLE_IDENTIFIER

OPEN_BRACE <Call_parameters> CLOSE_BRACE |
FUNCTION_BLOCK_NAME COMMA QUOTED_STRING

OPEN_BRACE <Call_parameters> CLOSE_BRACE

<Call_parameters> ::= <Call_parameter> |
<Call_parameters> COMMA <Call_parameter>

<Call_parameter> ::= VARIABLE_NAME COLON_EQUAL <Parameter_value>

<Parameter_value> ::= LOAD BYTE_DOT_BIT |
QUOTED_STRING |
RHS_OF_CALL_PARAMETER |
OTHER_IDENTIFIER |
VARIABLE_IDENTIFIER

4.1.3 Scanner Generator (Lex) and Parser Generator
(Yacc)

To parse a program which is written in a programming language whose structure
is expressed using EBNF notation, we need a parser. Yacc is a parser generator
[57] which to some extent mimicks the productions defined using EBNF thereby
generating a parser. If Yacc could deal with terminals and non-terminals effec-
tively then a scanner would not have been necessary. Dealing with characters in
plain source code text is however not convenient. Viewing the source code as a
sequence of tokens makes Yacc define productions at an abstract level. A token
can be an integer, floating point number, keyword, operator, variable name etc.

Lex is a common scanner generator [58] which is used with Yacc. Lex is a
shorthand for lexical analysis [59] which generates a lexical analyzer or scanner.
The generated scanner reads the program source code in plain text and groups
a sequence of characters into tokens. To generate such a scanner, Lex needs
a mechanism to identify tokens and hence regular expressions [60] are used to
specify tokens of a language. A Lex file has three sections: Definition section,
Rules section and a C code section. In the rules section the rules for a sequence
of characters to form a token is specified. These definitions have a regular
expression part and an action part. If the regular expression is matched then
the statements in the action part will be executed. e.g.: Consider the rule:
[0-9]*.[0-9]+ {return FLOAT NUMBER;}. If zero or more digits is followed
by an ‘.’ which is followed by one or more digits then as specified in the actions
part, a token ‘FLOAT NUMBER’ is returned by the scanner. In the definition
section the commonly used regular expressions can be given a name which can
then be used in the rules section for better readability. e.g.: In the definition
section: Digit [0-9]. Then in the rules section we use the defined meaning
of digit: Digit*.Digit+ {return FLOAT NUMBER;} which matches the same
sentences as in the previous example.

Yacc is a shorthand for ‘Yet Another Compiler Compiler’. When used with
Lex, Yacc deals with the tokens generated by Lex. Yacc defines the structure
of the program using EBNF like grammar rules. The parser generated by Yacc
determines whether the token stream matches the defined structure of the pro-
gram. A Yacc file has a structure similar to that of a Lex file. In the rules section
each grammar rule is associated with an action part which will be invoked when
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the grammar is recognized. e.g.: To define a grammar to read exactly three float-
ing point numbers: program : FLOAT NUMBER FLOAT NUMBER FLOAT NUMBER

{ printf(‘‘Three numbers matched’’); }; . This definition uses the token
‘FLOAT NUMBER’ returned by Lex, describing that a program is made of
three floating point numbers in sequence.

4.2 Formal Translation from EBNF to Class
Structures

The formal EBNF definition of the structure of the PLC source code is given
in Section 4.1.2. In this section a mapping from the EBNF notation to class
structures is provided.

Definition 7. Translate a <Function block> node to a Function block

class structure. The translation function Tfb performs this translation. The
Function block class structure is textually represented as:

Function block(Block name, Block description,

Input variables[], Output variables[],

General variables[], Temporary variables[],

Networks[])

The translation function Tfb is then given as:

- Tfb(<Function_block>) =

Function_block(FUNCTION_BLOCK_NAME, BLOCK_DESCRIPTION

Tinvar(<Input_variables>),
Toutvar(<Output_variables>),
Tgenvar(<General_variables>),
Ttmpvar(<Temporary_variables>),

Networks[](Tnetworks(<Networks>)))

The <Function block> node has tokens FUNCTION BLOCK NAME and
BLOCK DESCRIPTION which are stored in the Block name and Block description
fields respectively. The input variables of a function block are obtained by the
function Tinvar to which the <Input variables> node is passed. Similarly
Toutvar, Tgenvar and Ttmpvar functions translate the <Output variables>, the
<General variables> and the <Temporary variables> nodes respectively.
‘Networks[]’ holds an array of ‘Network’ classes. ‘Network’ classes are obtained
by translating the <Networks> node using Tnetworks function.

Definition 8. Translate an <Input variables> node to an array of In-
put variable’s. The translation function Tinvar performs this translation.

- Tinvar(VAR_INPUT <Variables_body> END_VAR) =

Input_variables[](Tvarbody(<Variables_body>))
- Tinvar(ε) = NULL

The tokens VAR INPUT and END VAR mark the beginning and end of the input
variables section. The variables declared within this section are the elements
of Input variables[] array which are obtained using Tvarbody function. The
<Variables body> node is passed to this function.
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Definition 9. Translate a <Variables body> node to a Variable class struc-
ture. The translation function Tvarbody and Tvardecl performs this translation.

The Variable class structure is textually represented as:

Variable(variable_name, data_type, initial_value)

The translation functions Tvarbody is given as:

- Tvarbody(<Variable_declaration> <Variables_body>) =

Tvardecl(<Variable_declaration>),
Tvarbody(<Variables_body>)

- Tvarbody(ε) = NULL

A <variable body> node consists of a sequence of <variable declaration>

nodes each of which needs to be translated using the Tvardecl function. We use
NULL to signify that the element does not exist. In the formal transformation
to propositional logic described later we do not consider NULL’s assuming they
are removed implicitly.

The translation function Tvardecl is given as:

- Tvardecl(<Variable_declaration>) =

Variable(VARIABLE_NAME,

Tdatatype(<Datatype>),
Tinitialize(<Initialization>))

Each <Variable declaration> node is translated to a Variable class struc-
ture. The <Variable declaration> node consists of a token VARIABLE NAME

which is stored in the variable name field of the Variable class structure. The
datatype and the initial value fields are obtained by translating respectively the
<Datatype> and the <Initialization> nodes in the <Variable declaration>

node.

Definition 10. The translation function Tdatatype returns the datatype held by
the <Datatype> node.

- Tdatatype(BOOL) = BOOL

- Tdatatype(TIME) = TIME

- Tdatatype(FUNCTION_BLOCK_NAME) = FUNCTION_BLOCK_NAME

The tokens BOOL, TIME and FUNCTION BLOCK NAME are the three possible val-
ues a <Datatype> node can possibly represent. These are translated to their
respective datatypes with the same names to be stored in the Variable class
structure.

Definition 11. The translation function Tinitialize returns the initial value held
by the <Initialization> node.

- Tinitialize(COLON_EQUAL TRUE) = TRUE

- Tinitialize(COLON_EQUAL FALSE) = FALSE

- Tinitialize(COLON_EQUAL RHS_OF_CALL_PARAMETER) = RHS_OF_CALL_PARAMETER

The tokens TRUE, FALSE and RHS OF CALL PARAMETER preceeded by COLON EQUAL

are the three possible values an <Initialization> node can possibly represent.
These are translated to their respective values with the same names to be stored
in the Variable class structure.
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Definition 12. Translate an <Output variables> node to an array of Out-
put variable’s. The translation function Toutvar performs this translation.

- Toutvar(VAR_OUTPUT <Variables_body> END_VAR) =

Output_variables[](Tvarbody(<Variables_body>))
- Toutvar(ε) = NULL

The tokens VAR OUTPUT and END VAR mark the beginning and end of the output
variables section. The variables declared within this section are the elements
of Output variables[] array which are obtained using Tvarbody function. The
<Variables body> node is passed to this function.

Definition 13. Translate a <General variables> node to an array of Gen-
eral variable’s. The translation function Tgenvar performs this translation.

- Tgenvar(VAR <Variables_body> END_VAR) =

General_variables[](Tvarbody(<Variables_body>))
- Tgenvar(ε) = NULL

The tokens VAR and END VAR mark the beginning and end of the general vari-
ables section. The variables declared within this section are the elements of
General variables[] array which are obtained using Tvarbody function. The
<Variables body> node is passed to this function.

Definition 14. Translate a <Temporary variables> node to an array of Tem-
porary variable’s. The translation function Ttmpvar performs this translation.

- Ttmpvar(VAR_TEMP <Variables_body> END_VAR) =

Temporary_variables[](Tvarbody(<Variables_body>))
- Ttmpvar(ε) = NULL

The tokens VAR TEMP and END VAR mark the beginning and end of the temporary
variables section. The variables declared within this section are the elements of
Temporary variables[] array which are obtained using Tvarbody function. The
<Variables body> node is passed to this function.

Definition 15. A <Networks> node holds a number of <Network> nodes each of
which is translated to a Network class structure using the translation functions
Tnetworks and Tnetwork.

The Network class structure is textually represented as:

Network(title, number_of_instructions, Instructions[])

The translation function Tnetworks is given as:

- Tnetworks(<Network> <Networks>) =

Tnetwork(<Network>), Tnetworks(<Networks>)

- Tnetworks(ε) = NULL

The translation function Tnetwork is given as:

- Tnetwork(NETWORK TITLE <Instructions>) =

Network(TITLE, Instructions[](Tinstructions(<Instructions>)))

Each network has several instructions which are obtained by passing
<Instructions> node to the Tinstructions function. This function returns indi-
vidual instruction classes which are stored in the Instructions[] array.
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Definition 16. An <Instructions> node holds a number of <Instruction>
nodes each of which are translated to an Instruction class structure using the
translation functions Tinstructions and Tinstruction.

The Instruction class structure is textually represented as:

Instruction(operator, operand, nested_inst_outer_operator,

Nested_Instructions[], Call_instruction)

The translation function Tinstructions is given as:

- Tinstructions(<Instruction> <Instructions>) =

Tinstruction(<Instruction>), Tinstructions(<Instructions>)
- Tinstructions(ε) = NULL

The translation function Tinstruction is given as:

- Tinstruction(<Operator> <Operand> SEMICOLON) =

Instruction(Toperator(<Operator>), Toperand(<Operand>),
NULL, NULL, NULL)

- Tinstruction(<Operator> OPEN_BRACE SEMICOLON

<Instructions> CLOSE_BRACE) =

Instruction(NULL, NULL, Toperator(<Operator>),
Nested_instructions[](Tfirst nest insts(<Instructions>)), NULL)

- Tinstruction(BLD NUMBER SEMICOLON) = NULL

- Tinstruction(NOP NUMBER SEMICOLON) = NULL

- Tinstruction(<Call_instruction> SEMICOLON) =

TCall inst(<Call_instruction>)

The display instruction and the no-operation instruction is not stored in any
class structure since they are not useful in the translation to propositional logic.
If the instruction is a basic instruction then the respective operator and operand
are stored (which are obtained using Toperator and Toperand functions). The
nested instruction and the call instruction are handled by Tnest inst and Tcall inst

functions respectively.

Definition 17. The translation function Toperator returns the operator held by
the <Operator> node.

- Toperator(AND) = AND

- Toperator(OR) = OR

- Toperator(AND_NOT) = AND_NOT

- Toperator(OR_NOT) = OR_NOT

- Toperator(NOT) = NOT

- Toperator(ASSIGN) = ASSIGN

Each of the tokens AND, OR, AND NOT, OR NOT, NOT and ASSIGN are translated to
operators with same names and stored in the operator field.

Definition 18. The translation function Toperand returns the operand held by
the <Operand> node.

- Toperand(VARIABLE_IDENTIFIER) = VARIABLE_IDENTIFIER

- Toperand(QUOTED_STRING) = QUOTED_STRING

- Toperand(OTHER_IDENTIFIER) = OTHER_IDENTIFIER

- Toperand(LOAD BYTE_DOT_BIT) = LOAD BYTE_DOT_BIT
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Each of the tokens VARIABLE IDENTIFIER, QUOTED STRING, OTHER IDENTIFIER

and LOAD BYTE DOT BIT are translated to operands with same names and stored
in the operand field.

Definition 19. An <Instructions> node holds a number of <Instruction>
nodes each of which are translated to a Nested instruction class structure
using the translation functions Tfirst nest insts and Tfirst nest inst.

The Nested instruction class structure is textually represented as:

Nested_Instruction(operator, operand,

nested_inst_outer_operator, Nested_Instructions[])

The translation function Tfirst nest insts is given as:

- Tfirst nest insts(<Instruction> <Instructions>)

Tfirst nest inst(<Instruction>), Tfirst nest insts(<Instructions>)

- Tfirst nest insts(ε) = NULL

The translation function Tfirst nest inst is given as:

- Tfirst nest inst(<Operator> <Operand> SEMICOLON) =

Nested_instruction(Toperator(<Operator>), Toperand(<Operand>),
NULL, NULL)

- Tfirst nest inst(<Operator> OPEN_BRACE SEMICOLON

<Instructions> CLOSE_BRACE) =

Nested_instruction(NULL, NULL, Toperator(<Operator>),
Nested_instructions[](Tsecond nest insts(<Instructions>)))

If the nested instruction is a basic instruction then the operator and the operand
fields are filled by translating the <Operator> and the Operand nodes. If the
instruction is a nested instruction, then a Nested instructions[] array is
created and the <Instructions> node is passed to it. Since this is a second
level nesting of the instructions, we use Tsecondnestinsts function to provide the
translation.

Definition 20. An <Instructions> node holds a number of <Instruction>
nodes each of which are translated to a Nested instruction class structure
using the translation functions Tsecond nest insts and Tsecond nest inst.

The translation function Tsecond nest insts is given as:

- Tsecond nest insts(<Instruction> <Instructions>)

Tsecond nest inst(<Instruction>), Tsecond nest insts(<Instructions>)

- Tsecond nest insts(ε) = NULL

The translation function Tsecond nest inst is given as:

- Tsecond nest inst(<Operator> <Operand> SEMICOLON) =

Nested_instruction(Toperator(<Operator>), Toperand(<Operand>),
NULL, NULL)

The maximum depth of nesting used in the source code under consideration is
upto two levels. Hence the second level nested instruction can only be a basic
instruction. The operator and the operand fields of the Nested Instruction

class are filled by translating the <Operator> and the Operand nodes.
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Definition 21. The translation function Tcall inst stores a call instruction
by defining a Call instruction class within the Instruction class. The
Call instruction class is obtained using the Tcallbody function which fills the
appropriate fields depending on the type of the call instruction.

The Call Instruction class structure is textually represented as:

Call_Instruction(variable_identifier, function_block_name,

quoted_string, Call_parameters[], Timed_variable)

The translation function Tcall inst is given as:

- TCall inst(CALL <Call_body>) =

Instruction(NULL, NULL, NULL,

NULL, TCall body(<Call_body>))

The translation function Tcall body is given as:

- Tcall body(VARIABLE_IDENTIFIER OPEN_BRACE

<Call_parameters> CLOSE_BRACE) =

- If getBlock(VARIABLE_IDENTIFIER) == typ_ALM_F

Call_instruction(VARIABLE_IDENTIFIER, NULL, NULL,

Call_parameters[](Tcall params(<Call_parameters>)), NULL)

- If getBlock(VARIABLE_IDENTIFIER) == F_TON

Call_instruction(VARIABLE_IDENTIFIER, NULL, NULL,

NULL, Tf ton(<Call_parameters>))

- If getBlock(VARIABLE_IDENTIFIER) == F_TP

Call_instruction(VARIABLE_IDENTIFIER, NULL, NULL,

NULL, Tf tp(<Call_parameters>))

- Tcall body(FUNCTION_BLOCK_NAME COMMA QUOTED_STRING

OPEN_BRACE <Call_parameters> CLOSE_BRACE) =

Call_instruction(NULL, FUNCTION_BLOCK_NAME, QUOTED_STRING,

Call_parameters[](Tcall params(<Call_parameters>)), NULL)

If the <Call body> node has the VARIABLE IDENTIFIER token, then the
getBlock function returns the block represented by this. The block could by
either typ ALM F, F TON or F TP. In any case the variable identifier field is set
to the value of the VARIABLE IDENTIFIER token. If the block is typ ALM F then
the call parameters are stored using the Tcall params translation function. If the
block is F TON or F TP then the Timed variable class is filled using the translation
functions Tf ton and Tf tp.

The other type of call instruction will have the FUNCTION BLOCK NAME to-
ken in which case the function block name and the quoted string fields are
filled. The call parameters are obtained again by using the translating func-
tion Tcall params to which the <Call parameters> node is passed.

Definition 22. F TON. The call instruction which calls a F TON block has
a specific set of call parameters and are stored in a Timed variable structure.
The translation to this structure is obtained using the Tf ton function.

The Timed variable class structure is textually represented as:

Timed_variable(type, IN, PT, Q, previous_instance_numbers_of_IN[])

The translation function Tf ton is given as:
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- Tf ton(VARIABLE_NAME1 COLON_EQUAL <Parameter_value1>,

VARIABLE_NAME2 COLON_EQUAL <Parameter_value2>,

VARIABLE_NAME3 COLON_EQUAL <Parameter_value3>) =

Timed_variable(F_TON, Tpvalue(<Parameter_value1>),
Tpvalue(<Parameter_value2>), Tpvalue(<Parameter_value3>),
previous_instance_numbers_of_IN[Tpvalue(<Parameter_value2>)] = 0)

The type field is F TON. The IN, PT and the Q fields are ob-
tained by translating the respective <Parameter value> nodes. The
previous instance numbers of IN[] array will contain PT number of elements
each of which are initialized to zero.

Definition 23. F TP. The call instruction which calls a F TP block also has
a specific set of call parameters and are stored in a Timed variable structure.
The translation to this structure is obtained using the Tf tp function.

The translation function Tf tp is given as:

- Tf tp(VARIABLE_NAME1 COLON_EQUAL <Parameter_value1>,

VARIABLE_NAME2 COLON_EQUAL <Parameter_value2>,

VARIABLE_NAME3 COLON_EQUAL <Parameter_value3>) =

Timed_variable(F_TP, Tpvalue(<Parameter_value1>),
Tpvalue(<Parameter_value2>), Tpvalue(<Parameter_value3>),
previous_instance_numbers_of_IN[Tpvalue(<Parameter_value2>)] = 0)

The type field is F TP. The IN, PT and the Q fields are ob-
tained by translating the respective <Parameter value> nodes. The
previous instance numbers of IN[] array will contain PT number of elements
each of which are initialized to zero.

Definition 24. A <Call parameters> node holds a number of
<Call parameter> nodes each of which are translated to a Call parameter

class structure using the translation functions Tcall params and Tcall param.
The translation function Tcall params is given as:

- Tcall params(<Call_parameter>) =

Tcall param(<Call_parameter>)

- Tcall params(<Call_parameter> COMMA <Call_parameters>) =

Tcall param(<Call_parameter>), Tcall params(<Call_parameters>)

The translation function Tcall param is given as:

- Tcall param(VARIABLE_NAME COLON_EQUAL <Parameter_value>) =

Call_parameter(VARIABLE_NAME, Tparam value(<Parameter_value>))

Definition 25. The translation function Tparam value returns the value of the
parameter held by the <Parameter value> node.

- Tparam value(LOAD BYTE_DOT_BIT) = LOAD BYTE_DOT_BIT

- Tparam value(QUOTED_STRING) = QUOTED_STRING

- Tparam value(RHS_OF_CALL_PARAMETER) = RHS_OF_CALL_PARAMETER

- Tparam value(OTHER_IDENTIFIER) = OTHER_IDENTIFIER

- Tparam value(VARIABLE_IDENTIFIER) = VARIABLE_IDENTIFIER
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4.3 Formal Translation from Class Structures to
Propositional Logic

The formal translation from EBNF to class structures is given in Section 4.2.
In this section the translation from the class structures to propositional logic
is formaly explained using the Class to Propositional Logic (C2PL) translation
functions. The following conventions are used:

• An array of classes, say Classes[](C1, C2, . . ., Cn) can also be represented
as C1 ++ Classes[](C2, . . ., Cn). Here each of the Ci’s (1 ≤ i ≤ n) are the
elements of the array. The operator ‘++’ adds C1 to the beginning of the
array Classes[].

• Statememts written within the brackets [[ and ]] are internal and mainly
used to change the status of the bok-keeping variables which is explained
next.

The translation functions need to maintain certain details during the trans-
lation process. We use the following book-keeping variables for this purpose:

• RLO status. This variable signifies whether the RLO is currently closed
or open. Initially RLO status has the value Closed.

• counter. The latest instance number of the RLO used in the generated
propositional formula is stored in this variable. Initially counter = 1.

• nested RLO status. This variable signifies whether the RLO with respect
to the nested instruction is currently closed or open.

• first prev counter. The latest instance number of the RLO used in the
generated propositional formula before the begining of a nested instruction
is stored in this variable.

• second nested RLO status. This variable signifies whether the RLO with
respect to the second level nested instruction is currently closed or open.

• second prev counter. The latest instance number of the RLO used in
the generated propositional formula before the begining of a second level
nested instruction is stored in this variable.

• PLC cycle. The current cycle number of the PLC assuming that we gen-
erate the formula starting from cycle 1, is represented by this variable.
We continue to use the assumption that every PLC cycle takes one second
to execute.

The following helper functions are defined which are assumed to provide the
desired functionality:

• The function sizeof takes a parameter of type ‘array of classes’ and returns
the number of elements in this array.

• The function exact variable is used to obtain the actual variable that is
being represented by the output variable of a function block. This is
particularly useful when a function call is made by associating an actual
variable to the output variable of a block.
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• The function op counter returns the latest instance number of a variable.
Everytime a variable is assigned a new value, a new instance of it is created
in the propositional formula. This function helps to obtain the latest
instance of any such variable.

• The function getClass takes a function block name and returns reference
to the class structure represented by that function block.

• The function getBlock takes a variable name and returns the datatype of
this variable. The name ’getBlock’ is because this function is used mainly
to get the name of the function block represented by the variable name.

Definition 26. A Function block class is translated to propositional logic by
translating the networks of the block.

- C2PLfb(Function_block) = C2PLnetworks(Networks[])

Definition 27. Translating the Networks[] array to propositional logic is
equivalent to translating the individual networks in the array to propositional
logic.

- C2PLnetworks(Network ++ Networks[]) =

C2PLnetwork(Network) AND C2PLnetworks(Networks[])

Since each network produces constraints in the form of a propositional formula,
the entire translation is the conjuntion (AND) of individual translations.

Definition 28. Translating a Network class to propositional logic is equivalent
to translating the instructions in the network.

- C2PLnetwork(Network) = C2PLinstructions(Instructions[])

Definition 29. Translating the Instructions[] array to propositional logic is
equivalent to translating the individual instructions in the array to propositional
logic.

- C2PLinstructions(Instruction ++ Instructions[]) =

C2PLinstruction(Instruction) AND C2PLinstructions(Instructions[])

Since each instruction produces constraints in the form of a propositional for-
mula, the entire translation is the conjuntion (AND) of individual translations.

Definition 30. Basic Instruction. Depending on the operator used six types
of translating basic instructions are considered.

1. If the operator is ASSIGN:

- C2PLinstruction(Instruction(ASSIGN, Operand, NULL, NULL, NULL)) =

[[Op = exact_variable(Operand), ctr = op_counter(Op),

Set RLO status to Closed, increment op counter(Op)]]

Opctr+1 ↔ RLOcounter

2. If the operator is AND:
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- C2PLinstruction(Instruction(AND, Operand, NULL, NULL, NULL)) =

[[Op = exact_variable(Operand), ctr = op_counter(Op)]]
[[Set RLO status to Open, Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ Opctr if RLO status = Closed

[[Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ (RLOcounter−1) AND Opctr if RLO_status = Open

3. If the operator is OR:

- C2PLinstruction(Instruction(OR, Operand, NULL, NULL, NULL)) =

[[Op = exact_variable(Operand), ctr = op_counter(Op)]]
[[Set RLO status to Open, Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ Opctr if RLO status = Closed

[[Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ (RLOcounter−1) OR Opctr if RLO_status = Open

4. If the operator is AND NOT:

- C2PLinstruction(Instruction(AND_NOT, Operand, NULL, NULL, NULL)) =

[[Op = exact_variable(Operand), ctr = op_counter(Op)]]
[[Set RLO status to Open, Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ ¬ Opctr if RLO status = Closed

[[Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ (RLOcounter−1) AND ¬ Opctr if RLO_status = Open

5. If the operator is OR NOT:

- C2PLinstruction(Instruction(OR_NOT, Operand, NULL, NULL, NULL)) =

[[Op = exact_variable(Operand), ctr = op_counter(Op)]]
[[Set RLO status to Open, Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ ¬ Opctr if RLO status = Closed

[[Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ (RLOcounter−1) OR ¬ Opctr if RLO_status = Open

6. If the operator is NOT:

- C2PLinstruction(Instruction(NOT, Operand, NULL, NULL, NULL)) =

[[Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ ¬(RLOcounter−1)

Definition 31. Nested Instruction. If the instruction is a nested instruction,
then the translation function C2PLnested instructions is called by passing the
Nested inst outer operator and the Nested instructions[] array to it. Be-
fore the function call we set the internal variable nested RLO status to Closed
and first prev counter to counter.

- C2PLinstruction(Instruction(NULL, NULL,

Nested_inst_outer_operator,

Nested_instructions[], NULL)) =

[[nested_RLO_status = Closed,

first_prev_counter = counter]]

C2PLnested instructions(Nested_inst_outer_operator,

Nested_instructions[])
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Definition 32. Translating the Nested instructions[] array to propositional
logic is equivalent to translating the individual nested instructions in the array
to propositional logic. Each of these individual translations are separated using
a conjunction (AND).

- C2PLnested instructions(Nested_inst_outer_operator,

Nested_instruction ++ Nested_instructions[]) =

C2PLnested instruction(Nested_instruction) AND

C2PLnested instructions(Nested_instructions[])

If sizeof(Nested instructions[]) == 0 then the following four functions
are considered depending on the operator used.

1. If the operator is AND:

- C2PLnested instructions(AND, Nested_instructions[]) =
[[Set RLO status to Open, Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ RLOcounter−1 if nested RLO status = Closed

[[Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ RLOfirst prev counter AND (RLOcounter−1)
if nested RLO status = Open

2. If the operator is OR:

- C2PLnested instructions(OR, Nested_instructions[]) =
[[Set RLO status to Open, Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ RLOcounter−1 if nested RLO status = Closed

[[Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ RLOfirst prev counter OR (RLOcounter−1)
if nested RLO status = Open

3. If the operator is AND NOT:

- C2PLnested instructions(AND_NOT, Nested_instructions[]) =
[[Set RLO status to Open, Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ ¬ RLOcounter−1 if nested RLO status = Closed

[[Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ RLOfirst prev counter AND ¬(RLOcounter−1)
if nested RLO status = Open

4. If the operator is OR NOT:

- C2PLnested instructions(OR_NOT, Nested_instructions[]) =
[[Set RLO status to Open, Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ ¬ RLOcounter−1 if nested RLO status = Closed

[[Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ RLOfirst prev counter OR ¬(RLOcounter−1)
if nested RLO status = Open

Definition 33. Nested basic instruction. Depending on the operator used six
types of translating the nested basic instructions are considered.

1. If the operator is AND:

- C2PLnested instruction(Nested_instruction(AND, Operand, NULL, NULL)) =

[[Op = exact_variable(Operand), ctr = op_counter(Op)]]
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[[Set nested RLO status to Open, Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ Opctr if nested_RLO_status = Closed

[[Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ (RLOcounter−1) AND Opctr
if nested_RLO_status = Open

2. If the operator is OR:

- C2PLnested instruction(Nested_instruction(OR, Operand, NULL, NULL)) =

[[Op = exact_variable(Operand), ctr = op_counter(Op)]]
[[Set nested RLO status to Open, Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ Opctr if nested_RLO_status = Closed

[[Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ (RLOcounter−1) OR Opctr
if nested_RLO_status = Open

3. If the operator is AND NOT:

- C2PLnested instruction(Nested_instruction(AND_NOT, Operand, NULL, NULL)) =

[[Op = exact_variable(Operand), ctr = op_counter(Op)]]
[[Set nested RLO status to Open, Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ ¬ Opctr if nested_RLO_status = Closed

[[Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ (RLOcounter−1) AND ¬ Opctr
if nested_RLO_status = Open

4. If the operator is OR NOT:

- C2PLnested instruction(Nested_instruction(OR_NOT, Operand, NULL, NULL)) =

[[Op = exact_variable(Operand), ctr = op_counter(Op)]]
[[Set nested RLO status to Open, Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ ¬ Opctr if nested_RLO_status = Closed

[[Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ (RLOcounter−1) OR ¬ Opctr
if nested_RLO_status = Open

Definition 34. Second level nested instruction. If a nested in-
struction further nests a nested instruction, then the transla-
tion function C2PLsecond nested instructions is called by passing the
Nested inst outer operator and the Nested instructions[] array to it.
Before the function call we set the internal variable second nested RLO status

to Closed and second prev counter to counter.

- C2PLnested instruction

(Nested_instruction(NULL, NULL,

Nested_inst_outer_operator,

Nested_instructions[])) =

[[second_nested_RLO_status = Closed,

second_prev_counter = counter]]

C2PLsecond nested instructions(Nested_inst_outer_operator,

Nested_instructions[])

Definition 35. Translating the Nested instructions[] (second level) array to
propositional logic is equivalent to translating the individual nested instructions
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in the array to propositional logic. Each of these individual translations are
separated using a conjunction (AND).

- C2PLsecond nested instructions(Nested_inst_outer_operator,

Nested_instruction ++ Nested_instructions[]) =

C2PLsecond nested instruction(Nested_instruction) AND

C2PLsecond nested instructions(Nested_instructions[])

If sizeof(Nested instructions[]) == 0 then the following four functions
are considered depending on the operator used.

1. If the operator is AND:

- C2PLsecond nested instructions(AND, Nested_instructions[]) =
[[Set Set nested RLO status to Open, Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ RLOcounter−1 if nested RLO status = Closed

[[Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ RLOsecond prev counter AND (RLOcounter−1)
if nested RLO status = Open

2. If the operator is OR:

- C2PLsecond nested instructions(OR, Nested_instructions[]) =
[[Set Set nested RLO status to Open, Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ RLOcounter−1 if nested RLO status = Closed

[[Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ RLOsecond prev counter OR (RLOcounter−1)
if nested RLO status = Open

3. If the operator is AND NOT:

- C2PLsecond nested instructions(AND_NOT, Nested_instructions[]) =
[[Set Set nested RLO status to Open, Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ ¬ RLOcounter−1 if nested RLO status = Closed

[[Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ RLOsecond prev counter AND ¬(RLOcounter−1)
if nested RLO status = Open

4. If the operator is OR NOT:

- C2PLsecond nested instructions(AND_NOT, Nested_instructions[]) =
[[Set Set nested RLO status to Open, Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ ¬ RLOcounter−1 if nested RLO status = Closed

[[Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ RLOsecond prev counter OR ¬(RLOcounter−1)
if nested RLO status = Open

Definition 36. Second level nested basic instruction. Depending on the oper-
ator used six types of translating the second level nested basic instructions are
considered.

1. If the operator is AND:

- C2PLsecond nested instruction

(Nested_instruction(AND, Operand, NULL, NULL)) =

[[Op = exact_variable(Operand), ctr = op_counter(Op)]]
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[[Set second nested RLO status to Open, Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ Opctr if second_nested_RLO_status = Closed

[[Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ (RLOcounter−1) AND Opctr
if second_nested_RLO_status = Open

2. If the operator is OR:

- C2PLsecond nested instruction

(Nested_instruction(OR, Operand, NULL, NULL)) =

[[Op = exact_variable(Operand), ctr = op_counter(Op)]]
[[Set second nested RLO status to Open, Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ Opctr if second_nested_RLO_status = Closed

[[Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ (RLOcounter−1) OR Opctr
if second_nested_RLO_status = Open

3. If the operator is AND NOT:

- C2PLsecond nested instruction

(Nested_instruction(AND_NOT, Operand, NULL, NULL)) =

[[Op = exact_variable(Operand), ctr = op_counter(Op)]]
[[Set second nested RLO status to Open, Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ ¬ Opctr if second_nested_RLO_status = Closed

[[Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ (RLOcounter−1) AND ¬ Opctr
if second_nested_RLO_status = Open

4. If the operator is OR NOT:

- C2PLsecond nested instruction

(Nested_instruction(OR_NOT, Operand, NULL, NULL)) =

[[Op = exact_variable(Operand), ctr = op_counter(Op)]]
[[Set second nested RLO status to Open, Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ ¬ Opctr if second_nested_RLO_status = Closed

[[Increment counter by 1]]

RLOcounter ↔ (RLOcounter−1) OR ¬ Opctr
if second_nested_RLO_status = Open

Since the maximum depth of nesting is upto second level, we treat only the
basic instructions in the C2PLsecond nested instruction translation function.

Definition 37. Call Instruction. Translating an Instruction class with
only the Call instruction field set in it is equivalent to translating the
Call instruction to propositional logic.

- C2PLinstruction

(Instruction(NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, Call_instruction) =

C2PLcall instruction(Call_instruction)

Definition 38. Call Instruction which calls the typ ALM F function block.

- C2PLcall instruction(Call_instruction(VARIABLE_IDENTIFIER,

NULL, NULL, Call_parameters[], NULL)) =
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[[functionBlock = getClass(typ_ALM_F)]]

C2PLparams(Call_parameters[]) AND

C2PLfb(functionBlock)

Definition 39. Call Instruction which calls F TON and F TP blocks.

- C2PLcall instruction(Call_instruction(VARIABLE_IDENTIFIER,

NULL, NULL, NULL, Timed_variable)) =

[[block = getBlock(VARIABLE_IDENTIFIER)]]{
C2PLf ton(Timed variable) (if block = F TON)

C2PLf tp(Timed variable) (if block = F TP)

Definition 40. Call Instruction which calls other function blocks.

- C2PLcall instruction(Call_instruction(NULL, FUNCTION_BLOCK_NAME,

QUOTED_STRING, Call_parameters[])) =

[[functionBlock = getClass(FUNCTION_BLOCK_NAME)]]

C2PLparams(Call_parameters[]) AND C2PLfb(functionBlock)

Definition 41. F TON.

- C2PLf ton(Timed_variable(IN, PT, Q, F_TON,

previous_instance_numbers_of_IN[])) =

- if PLC_cycle < PT

[[Op = exact_variable(Q), ctr = op_counter(Op)]]

¬ Qctr+1

- if PLC_cycle ≥ PT

[[Op = exact_variable(IN), ctr = op_counter(Op),

previous_instance_numbers_of_IN[plc_cycle] = ctr,

Op = exact_variable(Q), ctr = op_counter(Op)]]

Qctr+1 ↔ (Qctr ∧ INprevious instance numbers of IN [plc cycle]) ∨∧PT
i=0 INprevious instance numbers of IN [plc cycle − i]

Definition 42. F TP.

- C2PLf tp(Timed_variable(IN, PT, Q, F_TP,

previous_instance_numbers_of_IN[])) =

- if PLC_cycle == 1

[[Op = exact_variable(Q), ctr = op_counter(Op)]]

¬ Qctr+1

- if PLC_cycle > 1 & PLC_cycle < PT

[[Op = exact_variable(IN), ctr = op_counter(Op),

previous_instance_numbers_of_IN[plc_cycle] = ctr,

Op = exact_variable(Q), ctr = op_counter(Op)]]

((¬ INprevious instance numbers of IN [plc cycle−1] ∧ ¬ Qctr ∧
INprevious instance numbers of IN [plc cycle]) → Qctr+1) ∧
(Qctr → Qctr+1)

- if PLC_cycle ≥ PT

[[Op = exact_variable(IN), ctr = op_counter(Op),

previous_instance_numbers_of_IN[plc_cycle] = ctr,

Op = exact_variable(Q), ctr = op_counter(Op)]]

((¬ INprevious instance numbers of IN [plc cycle−1] ∧ ¬ Qctr ∧
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INprevious instance numbers of IN [plc cycle]) → Qctr+1) ∧
(
∧PT−1

i=0 Qctr−i) → ¬ Qctr+1 ∧∧PT
i=1 ((¬ Qctr−i ∧ Qctr) → Qctr+1)

Definition 43. Translating the Call parameters[] array to propositional logic
is equivalent to translating the individual call parameters in the array to propo-
sitional logic. Each of these individual translations are separated using a con-
junction (AND).

- C2PLparams(Call_parameter ++ Call_parameters[]) = C2PLparam(Call parameter) AND

C2PLparams(Call parameters[]) Case 1

C2PLparam(Call parameter) Case 2

The two different cases are as shown:

Case 1: if sizeof(Call parameters[]) > 0

Case 2: if sizeof(Call parameters[]) == 0

Definition 44. Call parameter.

- C2PLparam(Call_parameter(VARIABLE_NAME, Parameter_value)) =

[[variable_type = getType(VARIABLE_NAME)]] VARIABLE NAME ↔ Parameter value Case 1

[[exact variable(VARIABLE_NAME) = Parameter_value]] Case 2

[[set VARIABLE_NAME to Parameter_value]] Case 3

The three different cases are as shown:

Case 1: if variable_type 6= OUTPUT & variable_type 6= TIME

Case 2: if variable_type = OUTPUT

Case 3: if variable_type = TIME
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

Verification of the control software of the Algera bridge administered by Rijk-
swaterstaat is carried out. Since there are several other bridges that Rijkswater-
staat administers and in future we may have to verify them, we tried to develop
the translator such that parts of it could be reused.

The source code provided by Rijkswaterstaat in a text file is parsed and
stored using class structures. The class structures are then transformed to a
propositional logic formula (Φ). We discussed the properties that the system is
expected to satisfy with the representatives from Rijkswaterstaat. The textual
representation of the properties so obtained are then represented formally as
another propositional logic formula (φ).

The formulas Φ and φ are represented generally so that it can be mapped to
the syntax of any of the solvers. We then translate the propositional formulas
to the syntax of the Heerhugo solver. We choose Heerhugo over other popu-
lar solvers because we were working on analyzing its capability and usefulness
alongside the verification project. For all the formulated properties Heerhugo
could conclude whether the property holds or not within a few seconds.

We verified several safety and liveness properties on the encoded model of
the PLC code. We could find subtle bugs in the software. We expected that
the software would behave as desired under normal conditions since it is well
tested and implemented. However since the software is too complex, involving
timer delays and various hardware components, we did expect that mere testing
might have failed to detect subtle issues.

The bugs found clearly showed the importance of Bounded Software Model
Checking. The types of bugs found are nearly impossible to simulate during the
testing process and it is very likely that the programmers miss these cases. e.g.:
One of the bugs found was in a scenario where a hardware malfunctions for a
small time interval. The programmer intuitively expected it to either malfunc-
tion or not, both of the cases being handled suitably in the code. Malfunction
occuring for a small interval is difficult to imagine and also difficult to simulate
during the testing phase. Nevertheless it could occur in practice!

Finally we provide detailed counterexamples and the reasons for the bugs
that were detected. Detecting the bugs is a tedious process but correcting them
should not be an issue. For some of the bugs detected we did change the source
code appropriately and repeated the verification procedure again and found that
the bugs were no more present.
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Future Work This project particularly focused on the verification of the
control software of the Algera bridge. It can be seen that PLC’s are used
in many safety critical systems. In the near future we can expect that the
techniques similar to the ones used in this project will be accepted and used
widely for PLC verification. The following could be interesting to carry out:

• Develop functions to transform constructs like unconditional jumps,
datatypes like integers etc. to propositional logic. This could be chal-
lenging since the jumps make predeciding the instructions that will be
executed difficult and integers give rise to a huge statespace.

• Develop a verification tool, which can verify an instance of a PLC program
written in IL language. This can be done by continuing the work done in
this project by developing functions to transform other constructs of the
language to propositional logic.

• Extending techniques to other PLC-like systems which are safety critical.
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